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Preface
When you speak to a professional, whether a doctor, CPA, architect, or
an estate planning attorney like me, you oftentimes feel that although the
words sound like the English language, everything the professional says is
otherwise incomprehensible.
Per stirpes?!
Grantor?!
Generation-skipping tax exemption?!
Estate planning certainly has its own vocabulary. Not only do these
phrases come at you fast and furiously during a consultation, but your
lawyer acts as if you fully understand them and how his ramblings apply
to your situation. You may even feel awkward asking your attorney to
slow down and explain what in the world he’s talking about!
I’m a Florida Bar Board Certified Wills, Trusts, & Estates attorney who
also happens to be a CPA. Back in 2004 Lorin Arundel and Ken Rasi
asked me to write an estate-planning column for their award-winning
Sanibel Island, Florida weekly newspaper, The Island Sun. We named
the column “Will Power” and it has developed quite a following to the
point where I’m offering another edition of my Common Cents Estate
Planning. The book is a compilation of some of the best “Will Power”
columns since I released my last book.
Each column is its own independent topic, written in layman’s terms. I try
to provide my reader a frame-of-reference to understand a legal, tax, or
financial point. Many of my columns are based on real world situations
I
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I’ve experienced in my law practice (the names and facts have change for
obvious reasons—chief among them attorney-client privilege.) While
growing up my family did not have a lot of wealth, but we have a very
rich family history, and I also draw on those experiences to relate to
various topics.
With the help of my editing team, Leah Whitcomb and DJ Wik, we
arranged the columns in broad categories. This book isn’t intended to
be a “how to plan your estate” as so much as it’s intended to be read in
snippets—similar to how you would read Chicken Soup for the Soul.
My hope with this book is that I can give you real world advice that
serves to provide comfort and clarity when considering legal, tax, and
financial concerns. As you read, you may be surprised to learn how
properly planning your estate can save you tons of money during your
lifetime, rather than just benefitting your loved ones at your death. For
example, if you own a Florida residence, you can read “Homestead
Problems” in Chapter 4 to better understand the importance of declaring
Florida residency.
While I strive to keep all of my columns up to date and try to provide
current information, there is always the possibility that the estate, trust,
and tax laws have changed since the date of each column. For that and
related reasons, this book is not intended to form an attorney-client
relationship and should not be considered legal advice pertinent to your
unique situation. You should always check with a qualified professional
before implementing any course of action.
I welcome your comments, criticisms, and especially your kudos!
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Chapter One
Trusts & Such

A History of Trusts
We take for granted that the tool of a revocable living trust is available to us.
We can create a legal document where we usually name ourselves but may
instead name a third-party trustee to take care of our assets and possessions.
The benefits of the trust remain ours, at least until our death.
This concept originated not as a separate area of the law, rather as a blend
of English common law through the Court of Chancery. The Court of
Chancery was a court of equity (“fairness”) that followed a set of loose
rules to avoid the slow pace of change and possible harshness (“inequity”)
of English common law. The Chancery had jurisdiction over all matters
of equity, including the separate legal doctrines of trusts, land law, estate
administration, and guardianships.
Due to problems that arose, the law of trusts first developed in the 12th
century from the time of the Crusades under the jurisdiction of the King
of England. The English common law, developed from ancient Roman law,
regarded property as an indivisible entity. This meant whoever owned the
legal title owned all rights and privileges. Hence, one would simply convey
land to another in full fee title.
When a landowner left England to fight in the Crusades, however, he
would convey ownership of his lands in his absence to another. The legal
owner would manage the estate and pay and receive feudal duties, with
the understanding that the ownership would be conveyed back upon the
crusader’s return. Crusaders, however, often encountered a refusal to hand
over the property upon their return.
The disgruntled Crusader would then petition the king, who would refer the
matter to his Lord Chancellor. The Lord Chancellor could decide the case
according to his conscience, determining what was “equitable” or “fair.”
Typically, the Lord Chancellor would consider it unconscionable that the
1
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legal owner could go back on his word and deny the claims of the Crusader.
Therefore, he would find in favor of the returning Crusader.
Over time, it became known that the Lord Chancellor’s court (The Court of
Chancery) would continually recognize the claim of a returning Crusader.
The legal owner would hold the land for the benefit of the original owner
and would be compelled to convey it back to him when requested. The
Crusader was the “beneficiary” and the named land title holder the “trustee.”
The term “use of land” was coined and, in time, developed into what we
know now as a “trust.”
In modern trust law, we can create both inter-vivos trusts during our lifetime
as well as testamentary trusts that determine how property is invested, owned
and distributed following our death. A “trustee” is not to be confused with
the owner or the beneficiary, in that the trustee is responsible for carrying
out the terms of the trust. He has a fiduciary duty to the beneficiaries of the
trust to own, invest and deal with the property prudently. Should the trustee
violate those duties, he can be held liable to the beneficiaries.
The “Settlor” or “Grantor” of the trust is the person who creates the terms
of the trust and conveys money, property or assets to the trust. With most
modern revocable trusts, the Settlor also serves as trustee as long as he or
she is willing and able to serve in that role. Today, typically the Settlor is also
usually the only beneficiary of the trust. In these common situations, when
the Settlor acts as grantor, trustee and beneficiary, it is indistinguishable to
holding outright fee simple title in the assets and property. The reason for
the creation of the revocable trust during the grantor’s lifetime is to set the
stage for an easy transition in the event of the grantor’s disability or death.
Disability or death may occur suddenly. In these cases, a grantor may not
have had the opportunity to select the trustee who he or she would want
to act and the terms under which the money, assets and property are to be
invested, held and distributed. Hence, today’s trusts are an extremely useful
tool to ensure that your wishes are carried out.
As Paul Harvey would famously say, “And now you know the rest of the
story.”
2
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When You Don’t Avoid Probate with a Trust
A couple of years ago, a very nice
couple visited with me in my office.
They had moved from Wisconsin.
Their attorney, who was also licensed
in Florida, recently completed a
revision of their revocable trusts
and related pour-over will, durable
powers of attorney, health care
surrogates, and living wills.
They wanted me to
represent them now that
they had become permanent Florida
residents, but they were quick to say that they
had the utmost confidence in their Wisconsin attorney
who they assured me had taken the necessary steps to update their
documents to Florida law. This couple merely wanted to meet with me
and to seek my assistance when something happened to either of them.
“Normally, I would review your documents and your assets to ensure that
your plan is up to date and congruent with your intent now that you live
here,” I said.
“No, thank you. We’ll call you when we need you,” the husband replied.
That was the last I heard until recently, when the wife called me to tell me
of her husband’s passing. I asked her to provide me current deeds and
financial statements so that we could implement the testamentary trusts
found within their revocable trusts.
That’s when we discovered that nothing had ever actually been
transferred into either her trust or his trust. “The assets in your husband’s
name alone will be subject to a probate proceeding in order to get them
into the trust for you,” I advised.

3
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“But we were told that our trust avoids the probate process,” she said.
“It does. But only when the accounts and properties are actually titled
into the trust name,” I continued. “Here, there are accounts in your
husband’s name. So, his pour-over will catches those assets and deposits
them into his revocable trust but only through a probate process.”
Looking through the trust instrument carefully, I noticed another
problem. “The disposition of your home inside of your husband’s trust
is an invalid devise,” I counseled.
“What does that mean?” wife asked.
“Well, Florida law contains unique and peculiar homestead provisions.
This doesn’t really have anything to do with your homestead property
tax exemption nor your ‘Save Our Homes’ property tax assessment
cap. Instead, the law centers on to whom you can leave your primary
residence. When you are survived by a spouse, you need to leave it
outright to him or her, or else you have an invalid devise.”
“Well, isn’t his trust mine now?”
“Yes and no. You are the trustee of his trust, and you are the primary
beneficiary of the credit-shelter trust created for estate tax purposes.
But despite these facts, the home as a part of his trust creates an invalid
devise.”
“So what happens?” she asked.
“Well, you get to share the home with the children. You can either choose
a one-half interest in the home or you could choose a life estate and they
would get a current vested remainder interest.” I said.
“That doesn’t sound so bad.” She said.
“It might not be, unless you go to sell the home. Then, you’ll need the
children’s permission and their agreement on the sales price. They also
4
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get a portion of the sales proceeds. Hopefully none of the children have
any divorces or creditor problems going on now as that might affect the
title as well.”
Needless to say, the wife wasn’t very happy with all of the obstacles
that appeared before her in a most difficult time – after the loss of her
husband. All these problems could have been avoided with a review of
the trust and the assets and corresponding action taken before anything
happened to the husband.
While you might point out that the Wisconsin attorney could have done
more, one doesn’t know the extent and scope of his representation.
Perhaps he wasn’t engaged to also help transfer the assets to the trusts
that he created. As far as the homestead laws, those are very particular to
Florida. While the Wisconsin attorney indicated that he was licensed to
practice law in Florida, he may not have had many clients here and may
have been unaware as to the issues involved in the disposition of Florida
homestead. Or it could have been that the clients assured him that the
home was owned differently than it really was. It all could have been an
innocent misunderstanding or a lack of depth of the engagement itself.
In any event, the morale of the story is clear. Even if you have a trust,
you might not avoid the probate process if your assets were never
actually transferred into the trust. When moving to a new state, beware
of how your new home state’s laws affect your estate planning.

5
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Rings in Peanut Butter and Buried Treasures
Children of a recently deceased client learned an expensive lesson not
too long ago after their mother’s passing. To prepare mother’s residence
for sale, her adult children spent the better part of a day throwing
freezer-burned food in the dumpster and cleaning out perishables from
the pantry. It was late in the day when a granddaughter decided to make
herself a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
“Oh my God!” she exclaimed. “There’s a diamond ring here in the
peanut butter!” Obviously, this was not at all like the surprise that one
finds in a box of Cracker Jacks at the ballgame.
Apparently the dearly departed decided to fool potential burglars by
hiding expensive jewelry inside of foodstuffs and containers. At this
point in the day, several industrial size garbage bags had been thrown into
the complex’s dumpster bin. The children had no choice but to climb
into the dumpster to retrieve the trash, go through all of the old flour
bags (complete with hatching insects), Ziploc bags of frozen perishables
and a host of jars and other items to search for valuable keepsakes.
It’s my understanding they found several other items (care for a gold
bracelet in a bag of frozen peas anyone?). But they also wondered how
many were missed.
I would hope that most people choose not to hide valuables within real
food packaging, but I’ve also seen online retailers offer containers for
valuables that look like insect repellant, window cleaner and the like with
the idea that you can place your jewelry (or even cash) inside of what
appears to be an every-day household item, going completely unnoticed
by thieves.
It isn’t therefore unreasonable to assume that those same household
items might be considered valueless junk to be disposed of following
your death by unknowing relatives. It was lucky in my client’s case that
the granddaughter got hungry and decided to make a snack or else all of
those valuables would have been lost.
6
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Which brings to my mind another true account about a man that ran a
largely cash business. This was not a client of mine but was of another
family member so I take his word on the veracity of this account. This
particular business owner did not deposit all of the day’s cash proceeds
into a bank account for reasons one can only conjecture. Instead, he
buried it in and around his home.
Whenever he would have a carpenter, painter, plumber or other
serviceman work in his house, his wife would sit in the room with the
individual to make sure that no stash was uncovered and stolen. They had
so much cash around the house that he said he forgot where it all was.
Some of it was buried in the backyard.
When a sinkhole opened up in a neighbor’s backyard one evening, he
panicked. He spent the better part of the next day and deep into that
night digging up his cash in order to save it in case the sinkhole spread.
In doing so, he suffered a heart attack.
The good news was that he survived the heart attack. The obvious bad
news is that he had a real “cash flow” problem that had to be addressed.
I instructed my family member that if this individual ever died, and the
house went up for sale to buy it no matter the price! This was an asset
that could very well “pay for itself ”!
So, if you’re engaging in similar clever activities such as hiding valuables
in perishables or in what appear to be every day household containers,
or should you act like Blackbeard burying hidden treasures in the yard, at
least leave a map behind for those that follow you.
And a bottle of rum.
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Revocable Trusts and FDIC Insurance
I’ve received many calls from clients wondering whether their Certificates
of Deposit are totally insured under the FDIC insurance rules. There’s a
lot of confusion as to whether and how much of your deposits may be
insured at one bank.
You may be surprised to learn that the FDIC provides more insurance
for revocable trusts that have multiple beneficiaries. A good web site that
reviews the various rules can be found at fdic.gov/deposit/covered/
trust.html. This website takes you through a process wherein you enter
your information, and it tells you whether you are insured. As with any
such important matters, you should verify that you have properly entered
the information and that the information is correct with your own
professionals.
Many don’t realize that you can obtain greater protection under the FDIC
rules with revocable trusts than you might by having the account solely in
your name. In general, all deposits which an owner has a “formal” trust
(such as a Revocable Living Trust) and that trust has a different number
of beneficiaries are added together for FDIC insurance purposes, and the
$250,000 insurance limit is applied to each beneficial interest.
In order to “qualify” for an insurable deposit held by a trust, the trust
must meet several requirements. The trust must be identified as a living
trust or a family trust, at the time that the bank fails, the beneficiary
must be entitled to his or her interest in the revocable trust assets at
the grantor’s death. The FDIC recognizes life estate and remainder
beneficiaries but not contingent beneficiaries. Finally, the beneficiaries
must be living individuals and/or an IRS qualifying charity or nonprofit
organization.

8
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Consider This
John Doe establishes a trust account at his bank. Both
the trust document and the bank records reflect that his wife Mary
is to receive a lifetime income interest. Upon her death, the account
is divided into three equal shares among their three children.

An account such as John’s may qualify for $1,250,000 of FDIC insurance,
presuming that neither Mary nor her children have any other insured
accounts at that bank. The number of beneficiaries is limited to five
pursuant to the rules.
Under the rules, when a revocable trust owner designates five or fewer
beneficiaries, the owner’s share of each trust account is added together,
and the owner receives up to $250,000 in insurance coverage for each
unique beneficiary. Formal and informal revocable trust accounts held by
the same owner(s) are added together prior to determining coverage.
I have learned anecdotally that some bankers are suggesting to their
customers to move current deposits into POD (Pay on Death) or ITF (In
Trust For) accounts. You should be very careful before doing so as such
a move might thwart your estate plan. Pay on Death and In Trust For
accounts distribute to the named payee despite anything to the contrary
contained within your Revocable Living Trust. Further, they distribute
without regard to administration expenses or taxes, further complicating
your administration in the event of your demise.
If you already have a revocable living trust, there is no need for a POD
or TOD (Transfer on Death) account. Your Successor Trustee will be
able to write your checks and pay your bills for you, as they will have
instant access to the accounts on your disability or death. Further, the
trust avoids the probate process and will divide your trust estate for the
beneficiaries you name. If a beneficiary predeceases you, the trust usually
9
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takes care of that. In a POD account a predeceased beneficiary could
become a costly headache involving probate.
Before you change the title to your accounts, you should consult with
your estate planning professionals.

10
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Pay on Death Account Fail
Not to disparage bank employees, but many of my clients have
been told by tellers, managers and other bankers to designate their
accounts as “Pay on Death” to their beneficiaries rather than spending
the money to create a revocable living trust. While a Pay on Death
(“POD”) account will generally avoid the probate process, those
accounts are not ideal for those with any degree of net worth.
PODs may name a single party or multiple parties, but a beneficiary
is not the same as an account signatory. A beneficiary is the person
named as the one who will receive the sums on deposit in an account
payable on request after the death of the account holder. Generally
speaking, if the account owner becomes incapacitated, the POD
beneficiaries may not access the account funds for the account owner’s
benefit.
In which case, the account owner should have a validly drawn, current
durable power of attorney that would specifically enable the agent
named in that document to handle pay on death accounts. Absent
such a document, the account funds may not be accessed. The family’s
choice would then be to head to guardianship court, which takes time
and is expensive.
Further, the financial institution’s responsibility is to pay the account
to the beneficiaries upon demand at the account owner’s death. If
the account owner has a surviving spouse who would have rights to
the account either as someone who contributed amounts to it or as
someone who shared interest under a spousal elective share under state
law, then that controversy could very well end up in litigation.
The account may suffer if one of the owners is sued, then the funds in
the account may become subject to a judgment lien. This could wipe
out some or possibly all of the account.
If the original owner of a POD account adds one child as a beneficiary
but has other children that he wants to share in the account, he may
11
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unintentionally disinherit the other children. If one of his children
predeceases, the account may nevertheless go through that child’s
probate. If one of the beneficiaries is a minor, a court ordered process
may be necessary for the bank or financial institution to make a
distribution of the account until the minor is an adult.
Upon the account owner’s death, the account cannot be used to settle
the decedent’s final affairs or to satisfy ongoing expenses that might be
necessary to maintain a home, business or other asset. The account is
not available to pay the last taxes of the decedent.
These problems may be alleviated through the use of a revocable
trust. When you create a revocable trust and transfer your assets into
the trust, you remain in control of your assets. When you become
incapacitated, the person or institution that you’ve named to serve
as your successor trustee steps in seamlessly to handle your financial
affairs. Upon your death, the assets in the trust avoid the probate
process.
I’ve had multiple clients who have already established revocable trusts
have their bankers or financial firms instruct them to place their
accounts as POD. This is absurd. When a client has already created a
revocable trust, POD accounts may do nothing more than bypass the
client’s express wishes and serve to complicate his trust administration.

12
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Consider This
Susan created several POD accounts, one for
each of her grandchildren. Late in life she became
ill. One of her daughters, Jane, not realizing that
the accounts each named diﬀerent grandchildren
as beneficiaries, drained an account fully to pay for
the client’s medical and nursing home care before
accessing a diﬀerent account The result of Jane’s
actions disinherited some of the grandchildren, since
their accounts were consumed for their grandmother’s
care. The other accounts that weren’t consumed were
eventually distributed to the other grandchildren, who
chose not to share their inheritance.
In another case, a client named her son as a POD beneficiary. At the
time of the client’s death, the son was undergoing a divorce. The
account sums were included in his alimony calculations. The frustrating
aspect of this case was that the client had a revocable trust that was
drafted specifically to protect the son’s inheritance from a divorcing
spouse.
I could go on. I hope that you now realize that for those with even
a modest net worth, POD accounts are not the best estate planning
vehicle. Instead, talk to a qualified estate planning attorney to establish
a proper estate plan.
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Closely Held Stocks, Partnerships, & LLCs
A client who owned several non-publicly traded, smaller company shares
of stock, limited partnership interests, and membership interests in LLCs
recently passed away. These are often referred to as closely held entities.
Since the shares are not publicly traded on a stock exchange, they are
largely illiquid; that means one can’t easily convert the investments into
cash. Generally speaking, these types of assets are difficult to deal with
when a client becomes incapacitated or dies. The more information you
provide to your estate planning attorney while you are alive and well, the
better.
In this particular case, my client never informed anyone at my firm
that he owned these shares. We knew nothing about these businesses.
We could not locate evidence of the purchase price, exactly how many
shares he owned, or even who the primary contact would be to advise
the company of our client’s death. It took several hours of investigative
work, as well as combing through his paper files, to find out anything
to do with the shares. If the client maintained records electronically, we
could not access them since we didn’t know which account, username or
password we needed.
Further, many closely held business interests are governed by a
shareholder, partnership, or operating agreement that restricts the
transfer of the shares to another and might establish a specific purchase
sequence in the event of the disability or death of the shareholder,
partner, or member. If there were any such agreements that governed
our client’s ownership of the assets, he never provided them to us.
To properly report taxes, it’s necessary to know the fair market value of
the shares as of the client’s date of death. This is because the federal (and
state level) estate taxes are based upon the date of death fair market value
of all assets, including closely held shares. Even if the deceased’s estate is
not large enough to trigger a federal estate tax, for capital gains reporting
purposes it’s necessary to know the date of death fair market value of
shares so that when they are subsequently sold the capital gains taxes are
minimized.
14
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Each of our estates receive a step-up in tax cost basis equal to the date
of death fair market value. Since small businesses and partnerships have
no ready market, it’s often difficult, if not impossible, to determine the
shares’ fair market value on any particular shareholder’s date of death.
Conducting a valuation of the company is expensive. Therefore, most
companies won’t engage a valuation specialist every time a shareholder
dies, unless it’s a family business and most of the other shareholders
are family members who have a vested interest in the date of death fair
market value.
Sometimes the company will provide recent sales transactions as the best
estimate of a closely held interest. Those transactions, however, may
be several years old and of little use to the estate, particularly where the
business’ performance has materially increased or decreased from the
year of the most recent sale.
If you own closely held business interests, it always makes sense to
provide your estate planning attorney a copy of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The share certificate or other evidence of ownership;
Purchase price and date, including a copy of the purchase 		
agreement (if there was one);
Sales prospectus and closing statements relative to the purchase
of the interest;
Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws and other relevant corporate
documents;
Shareholder, partnership or membership agreements including
amendments;
Name and contact information for the company’s registered 		
agent;
Correspondence regarding the ownership interest or significant
transactions involving the business;
Any valuation reports, no matter how current; and/or
Any other written information that could be of value to your 		
estate.
15
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This, at least, provides a base of knowledge from which your estate can
piece together the information that will be necessary in the event of your
disability or passing. After all, we want your plan to be up-to-date when
you need it most!

Key Takeaways
> The law of trusts first originated in the 12th
century during the time of the Crusades in England;
> Even though your northern will and/or trust may
be valid does not mean it won’t have unintended and
adverse consequences once you become a Florida
resident;
> Revocable trusts provide greater protection under
FDIC rules;
> Pay On Death accounts bypass the client’s express
wishes in a revocable trusts and may complicate his
trust administration; and
> Closely-held entities are largely illiquid and hard
to convert into cash. When you have these types of
investments, notify your estate planning attorney
of all details relating to the entity.
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Chapter Two
Roles and Responsibilities

Selecting a Trustee - Lessons from the Bible
When I sit with a client and the conversation turns to selecting the
successor trustee in the estate plan, I’m often not sure that my client
understands the importance of this decision. Following the client’s death,
for example, the successor trustee works with my office to conduct the
trust administration. He’s likely faced with tough decisions, such as which
assets to sell, which assets to retain, and what legal and tax strategies to
employ. Every day brings a different, weighty decision.
Often my clients turn to naming their oldest child. Is this the wisest
course of action? Here I’m going to turn to one Biblical story that sheds
light on this topic, the story of Jacob’s sons.
You’ll recall that Jacob was tricked following seven years of servitude to
Laban (Jacob’s uncle) to marry Leah (Laban’s oldest daughter). Jacob
loved Rachel, (Laban’s younger daughter) and thought he was marrying
Rachel. In fact, Jacob ended up marrying both women, but he loved
Rachel more than he loved Leah.
Jacob and Leah had six sons, the eldest named Reuben. Later, Rachel
would give birth to Joseph, who became Jacob’s favorite son, so much
so that he gave him the coat of many colors. The six sons of Leah were
jealous of Joseph, for his mother was the one Jacob truly loved.
Reuben and his five brothers are out tending the flock far from home
when Jacob sends Joseph out to see what they are doing. The brothers
see Joseph from afar, and the sight of the cloak enrages them. They
realize that alone, with no one to witness, they can kill Joseph and
concoct a tale that would be impossible to refute.
Only Reuben protests. The Bible states that “Reuben heard and saved
him [Joseph] from their hands” (Genesis 37:21). Reuben did not. The
discrepancy is so obvious that most translations from the original
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Hebrew do not render the phrase literally. What Reuben actually did was
to attempt to save him. Reuben’s plan was simple. He told the brothers not
to kill Joseph but to let him die, thus averting the immediate danger.
That’s when the brothers lowered Joseph into the cistern. The Bible tells
us that Reuben’s plan was to come back to rescue Joseph, but this did not
happen. Instead passing Midianites find Joseph and sell him into slavery.
By the time Reuben returns to the pit to rescue Joseph, he is gone.
Upon the discovery Reuben cries out to his brothers in despair.
Reuben is of good intentions. He cares. He thinks. He knew that his
father would be distraught if Joseph were to die. He is not led by the
crowd or by his darker instincts. He penetrates to the moral core of the
situation. But somehow his good intentions backfire. Attempting to make
things better, he only made things worse.
The Joseph episode is not the only episode evidencing Reuben’s flawed
thinking. When young, Reuben brings mandrakes home to his mother,
Leah. Mandrakes were believed to be both an aphrodisiac and a fertility
drug. Reuben was not thinking of himself but of her. He knew that his
father favored Rachel and not his mother.
Reuben presents the mandrakes to his mother in front of Rachel, who
asks for some of them to seduce Jacob. This causes a fight and bitterness
between the sisters. These are the only recorded angry words in the Bible
between Leah and Rachel.
Another instance is where Reuben moves the bed of Jacob’s handmaid
following Rachel’s death, prompting Jacob to believe Reuben only wanted
to sleep with her. Rather, Reuben was attempting to save Jacob from
himself in that scene. Instead, he draws his father’s ire.
What Reuben lacks in these scenes is courage. Reuben lacks confidence
so that at critical moments he is robbed of the capacity to carry through
a course of action he knows to be right. He begins well but does not
drive the deed home to closure. Returning with the mandrakes, he might
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have bided his time until Leah was alone. After Rachel’s death, Reuben
might have spoken directly to his father instead of moving the beds. In
the face of his brother’s murderous intentions toward Joseph he might
have carried him home.
While Reuben may have had the highest ethical sensibilities, he lacked
courage. He knew what was right but lacked the resolve to do it boldly
and decisively.
This brings me back to the point of naming the oldest, responsible son
as successor trustee. There is obviously more than one characteristic
one must look for when naming a family member into important roles
regarding your estate. This is your legacy. You want certain things to
happen. Your trustee must make them happen in accordance with your
wishes as written in your trust document. The future is uncertain, and
sometimes it requires a bold leader who is willing and courageous enough
to make the tough decisions and stand by them.
The story of Jacob, Leah, Rachel, and their sons brings this point home
like no other.
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Beneficiary or Trustee
When going over your estate plan,
it’s easy to get lost in the jargon. This
occurred to me recently during a meeting
with a client, Patricia, who was upset that
one of her sons was not listed in her
documents as a successor trustee.
I was befuddled since this very same
client told me how irresponsible this son
was. In fact, I distinctly remembered the client saying that she didn’t want
this son to have any control over the client’s bank or brokerage accounts.
So I first confirmed with her that we were talking about the same person.
“Well, yes,” Patricia answered, “I don’t want him to control any of my
money, at least while I’m alive.”
“So why are you upset that he is not going to serve as your trustee?” I
asked.
“Because I still want to treat all my children equally!”
This is where I explain that being a trustee is not an honor, nor does it
bestow any more of a beneficial interest on the person acting as trustee.
Instead, acting as a trustee is a job. It is laden with a lot of responsibility.
Whomever serves as your successor trustee must have the ability to
interact with your financial advisors to determine what your asset mix
should consist of. In fact, your trustee is held to the prudent investor
standard under Florida law. Violating that standard could lead to a
lawsuit where the other beneficiaries of the trust recover damages against
the trustee.
If stocks or bonds need to be sold in order to have cash to pay for inhome nursing care or other convalescent care expenses, your trustee is
the one who makes decisions which assets should be sold to do that. If
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you need to move out of your home for care, then the family member
that you have named as your trustee will have to decide whether to
continue to have your finances continue to carry the expenses associated
with owning the home or whether it would be prudent to sell it.
These are not easy decisions.
Your trustee will file your tax returns. He or she will interact with your
CPA as well as your attorney when deciding legal matters associated with
your estate. When you die, your trustee will have a fiduciary duty to your
creditors, taxing authorities, and the other beneficiaries. If your trustee
violates these fiduciary duties, then he or she can be held liable and
forced to pay an attorney out of their own pocket to defend the claims or
to satisfy any judgments if they are deemed to have acted negligently.
Just because someone is a trustee does not mean that the amount that
they are entitled to as a beneficiary will change. If Cynthia is a 25%
beneficiary of the estate, she does not receive any additional beneficial
interest when acting as the trustee.
Cynthia may get reimbursed for her out of pocket expenses associated
with fulfilling her trustee duties, such as air fare, car rental, hotel
expenses, overnight express charges and the like. She will also be entitled
to take a trustee’s fee for her time. The fee that she takes is usually well
earned and is taxed as ordinary income much like a CPA’s or attorney’s
fees would be taxed to them as ordinary income.
Many family members graciously perform their duties without taking
a fee. More often than not, his or her siblings will not appreciate it and
expect the child you have selected to act as trustee to do it all for free
even though the duties can be enormously burdensome.
It is therefore vitally important when naming a trustee that you select
someone who will devote the requisite time and attention to these
important matters and will be comfortable interacting with your
professionals. Someone who is confident, diligent, and detail oriented
makes for a fine trustee. They don’t necessarily have to have any
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background in law, accounting or taxes. So long as they know how to
interact with your team of professionals, it usually works out fine.
As you can see, it really isn’t a matter of being fair to one child or
another. I would go so far as to say that not only have you not bestowed
an honor upon the family member that you select as your trustee, rather
you have handed them a job. A big job, at that.
So don’t worry about being equal. Select the family member who is the
most likely to do the job right.
To make sure you’ve selected the proper trustee, visit
www.estateprograms.com/selectingyourtrustee for a complimentary
copy of my book on the matter.
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Two Hats
When my children were young, I used to read Dr. Seuss books to them.
One of their favorites was The Cat in the Hat Comes Back. You may
remember the plot where the devious cat covers the interior of the house
with pink spots while mother is away. When the kids are afraid that the
mess can’t be cleaned up, the cat reveals one cat after another inside
ever-decreasing sized hats, one on top of the other, kind of like a Russian
Matryoshka doll. All the little cats cause an even bigger mess, eventually
cleaning it up before mother returns.
Wearing more than one hat can be a problem in an estate plan as well. An
example of this is when someone is both a trustee for their deceased loved
one’s trust and a beneficiary of that same trust. Let me explain.
Suppose that Father’s trust is held for the benefit of Victoria, his second
wife. Victoria is to receive income for the rest of her life, and, if the
income is insufficient for her needs, the trustee can invade the principal of
the trust for her health, maintenance, and support. Upon Victoria’s death,
the trust terminates back to Father’s children, Sandy and Maria. Victoria is
not Sandy and Maria’s mother, but Victoria is also the trustee of the trust.
Here Victoria is wearing “two hats.” As trustee of the trust, she has a
responsibility not only to her own needs – to provide herself income and
possibly invade the principal of the trust for her own benefit, but she is
also supposed to be watching out for the needs of the remaindermen
beneficiaries – Sandy and Maria. It would appear that Victoria has a
conflict of interest, which is quite common in these scenarios.
A trustee would have to balance the investments for both income (which
benefits Victoria) and growth (which benefit Sandy and Maria). As a
beneficiary, Victoria would want to weigh the investment portfolio to
maximize the income earned so that she has more money to spend every
month. But when a trustee invests for income, it is usually at the expense
of growth. Sandy and Maria want the trustee to invest for growth, since
they want the trust to increase in value during Victoria’s lifetime, if not
only to keep pace with inflation.
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Keep in mind that every dollar that Victoria spends - especially principal
dollars of the trust – is one less dollar that Sandy and Maria will one day
receive as inheritance. Even if Victoria has a loving relationship with her
stepchildren, legally she and they have adverse legal interests. What they
will want from the trust is in direct conflict.
Victoria, therefore, is vulnerable. If she acts too much in her own favor,
then Sandy and Maria could sue her for breach of her fiduciary duties.
What if Victoria has a true medical emergency and invades the principal
of the trust for many thousands of dollars? The trust seems to indicate
that this is okay, but would your opinion change if Victoria had millions of
her own outside of the trust?
This is where good drafting comes into play. The trust could read, for
example, that when making principal distributions the trustee should
consider the other income and resources available to the beneficiary. It
may also read that the trustee is to favor the income beneficiary’s needs
over those of the remaindermen, or vice versa. It’s not a bad idea for the
grantor of the trust to direct his attorney to write an “intent” clause:
“It is my intent that the trustee first consider the needs of my wife should
she survive me, over the needs of my children, even to the extent of the
exhaustion of the trust funds. In making these decisions, however, my
trustee shall consider the outside income and resources available to her,”
for example.
Yet another good idea is to name an independent party as a co-trustee to
weigh in on investment and distribution decisions. This may serve Victoria
well, by taking some of the responsibility off her shoulders.
There are many ways to “skin the cat” in this type of situation. A
“standard” trust that does not delve into the grantor’s priorities and intent
could actually cause more problems than it solves. My book, Selecting Your
Trustee, goes into much more detail concerning this and topics like it. Be
sure to get your complimentary copy at
www.estateprograms.com/selectingyourtrustee
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Document or Relationship?
In today’s experience economy,
transactions are commoditized. I’m
old enough to remember a time
when almost every neighborhood
strip shopping center had a
Blockbuster Video, a travel agency,
a video arcade and a bookstore.
Today’s technology overwhelmed all
of those businesses.
From our living rooms we call up
movies on demand. Instead of
printing out the green airline tickets at the travel agency, we book our
air, hotel, rental car and other travel necessities from our smartphones,
laptops, or tablets. Our teenagers play video games, in real time, against
others from around the globe from their Xboxes. Any book you desire
can be delivered from Amazon tomorrow.
These are all advancements that none of us would want to give up.
But they’re transactions. Where do transactions end, however? Service
industries have become commoditized as well. Why pay your stockbroker
when you can invest in a low-cost mutual fund online? How about your
CPA? You can prepare your 1040 for free with online tools. As for your
friendly estate planning attorney, LegalZoom and RocketLawyer will
create your estate plan.
What we give up when we seek transactions, however, is the wisdom
of the seasoned professional who can guide you to create legal, tax and
financial strategies that endure through tough times. Clients tend to
underestimate the knowledge and experience that goes into creating a
plan that works.
Consider who you name as your successor trustee, for example. An
online program will prompt you who you want to serve in that capacity.
So you put down your oldest son, “Robert”. Does Robert have any idea
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what his responsibilities will be in the event of your disability? In the
event of your death? I have a plethora of information on my website,
www.sbshlaw.com on these very subjects.
I even wrote a book, Selecting Your Trustee. It’s available on my website.
You can have the best legal documents in the world, but if you haven’t
actually transferred your assets properly to your trust, or if you have
selected the wrong person to act for you in the event of your illness or
death, your plan still may fail.
I describe in the preface of my book the time that I had to act as a
trustee for my ailing mother. My father and mother were at the MD
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas, as she needed a bone
marrow transplant to save her from AML, an aggressive and deadly form
of leukemia. She only had a 10% chance of survival, and the process
would take almost a full year. My sister and I set my father up in a
furnished apartment in Houston (they resided in Fort Myers) so he could
be her caretaker.
At the time, my mother wasn’t yet on Medicare, and her health insurance
company balked at paying the $750,000 this procedure would cost. My
parents asked me to step in as their trustee during this trying time. Who
better to serve than me? I am a Florida bar board-certified wills, trusts
and estates attorney, and I also hold my license as a CPA. Less than 7%
of Florida attorneys are board certified, by the way. You can look up
which attorneys in your community are board certified on the Florida Bar
website (www.floridabar.org/about/cert/cert-ep/)
I will tell you that the job of serving as my parents’ trustee was too much
for me. I was busy running my law practice. My daughters were much
younger then, as my wife and I had a very busy home life as well. My
sister and I took turns flying out to Houston to check on our parents. It
was an overwhelming time.
Not to mention that if I missed one of Mom’s health insurance
payments, or if I didn’t transfer enough money from their money market
to their checking account, the insurance company would drop her like
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a hot potato, and she would have died. She survived the procedure, by
the way, which gave us six years of remission. The disease came back.
Back she went to MD Anderson for a stem cell transplant which gave her
another four years. Sadly, my mother died three years ago.
I called in a professional trust company to serve alongside me and do
some of the everyday lifting that I didn’t have the time to do.
I can’t describe to you the trials and tribulations I encountered while
serving as my parents’ trustee. It was a tremendous learning experience
for me being on the “other side of the desk” as the doer rather than as
the advisor. I learned a lot that I now use when counseling the families
that I serve.
What I ask my clients when we are selecting who will serve in their
important roles is this: If an experienced board-certified wills, trusts,
and estates attorney/CPA felt overwhelmed, how will your child feel?
What safeguards might we include to make your adult child/trustee’s life
easier if she must act for you? Will there be any conflict between her and
any siblings after your death with the many decisions that must be made
during a probate or trust administration? The questions go on. They take
careful thought in order to create a plan that will endure.
You can’t get that wisdom on the Internet, nor will you ever be able to.
Almost every day in my practice I’m helping my clients’ families deal
with everyday life issues that revolve around their legal, tax and financial
wellbeing. I truly enjoy doing so. But that’s the difference between a
relationship and a transaction. You aren’t buying a book or an airline
ticket. These are real issues that matter. I hope you gather the difference
now between something that is okay to treat as a commodity, and
something else that might require your collaboration with a wise and
experienced professional.
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Retaining Your Trusted Advisor
What many clients don’t realize is that they may lose their trusted
financial advisor when they become disabled, although it doesn’t have to
be that way. Allow me to explain.
Assume that Jerry has a revocable living trust. He serves as his own
trustee, and then ABC Trust Company is his named as successor trustee.
Further, Jerry has a long-standing relationship with Lisa, his financial
advisor. She works at XYZ Brokerage Firm. Lisa has been through the
ups and downs with Jerry and his family, and Jerry has great confidence
in Lisa.
If Jerry should become disabled and unable to make financial decisions,
his successor trustee, ABC Trust Company, steps in and assumes the
role of trustee. Because ABC Trust has the legal responsibility for all the
investment decisions, they will move all the assets in the account from
XYZ Brokerage Firm to ABC Trust Company. This is common practice.
Sometimes, the Jerrys of the world don’t realize that’s what they’ve set up
when they name a corporate (bank or trust company) as their successor
trustee. There are alternatives. Some trust companies, for example, will
serve only as the administrative trustee and allow the investments to
remain with the client’s preferred investment advisor. As administrative
trustee, the trust company will write checks, pay bills, and decide upon
distributions. The investment advisor retains the assets in this scenario
and is responsible for the day to day investment decisions. This is
possible due to “directed trust” laws that allow the liability associated
with the different responsibilities to be bifurcated.
Florida enacted directed trust legislation so the ABC Trust Company,
if they are so willing, can take on only the administrative role and allow
XYZ Brokerage Firm to continue to manage the investments after Jerry
resigns from serving as his own trustee. You should know, however,
that these split duties don’t just happen. The attorney drafting the
trust needs to be familiar with the directed trust laws and include the
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necessary language to segregate financial investment responsibilities
from the distribution responsibilities. Not only must the trust be drafted
correctly, but the trust company and the financial firm must both be
willing to serve in their respective roles. Further, there should be a clear
understanding on Jerry’s part as to what the charges and fees will be from
both ABC and XYZ. Since the responsibilities are bifurcated, usually the
fees are also divided.
Oftentimes, the financial firms will have required language that must
be drafted into the trust instrument before they will agree to serve in
the limited role provided. This required language commonly includes
indemnification provisions that not only exonerate the trustee from the
investment advisor’s actions (and vice versa) but also allows the trustee
to use trust funds to defend itself if it is sued by the grantor or by a trust
beneficiary.

Consider This
Lisa, an advisor with XYZ Brokerage Firm,
advises Jerry that he can name the aﬃliated XYZ Trust
Company as his successor trustee and not worry about
the assets moving if Jerry should become incapacitated
or die. When Jerry does become incapacitated, there is
sometimes a struggle between Lisa and her brokerage
firm against their own aﬃliated trust company over
who manages the assets and who gets paid to manage the
assets.
The above example is a common issue confronting investment advisors.
Sometimes, there is a tug-of-war between the advisor and their own trust
department. Some companies work well with their own advisors while
others do not. There is also the issue as to how much the client gets
charged. You don’t want to be charged full freight by both the advisor
and the trust company in this example. If Lisa suspects that her trust
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company may step on her toes, she may look into affiliating with another
company that will agree to perform the administrative tasks in a directed
trust scenario.
Finally, there’s the issue of naming your spouse or children as successor
trustee. In Jerry’s example, if he wants Lisa to continue as his financial
planner, he should express his expectations to whomever he names as his
successor trustee. I’ve seen several children of clients move the client’s
brokerage account to the child’s trusted broker and away from their
parent’s broker when the child takes over as trustee.
So, there’s a lot to think about when you name a successor trustee in your
documents, including some very specific coordination with your longterm financial advisor. If this is an issue for you, bring it up with your
estate planning attorney so that he can discuss it with the parties involved
and draft the appropriate language into your trust documents.

Key Takeaways
> Your oldest child may not be your most reliable.
When naming a child as successor trustee, you are
entrusting them with your finances and your legacy;
> Being a trustee is not an honor. It’s a job laden with
responsibility;
> Proper estate planning can protect those that act
as both a trustee and one of the beneficiaries of a
trust;
> If you haven’t transferred your assets properly
to your trust, or if you have selected the wrong
person to act for you in the event of your illness
or death, your plan still may fail; and
> to retain your trusted advisor in the case of your
disability, the necessary language must be drafted
into your documents.
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Chapter Three
Family Harmony

Your Family’s Story
Howard Gardner, professor of education and psychology at Harvard
University, writes many books on leadership and creativity. One book,
Leading Minds, demonstrates how a leader can develop a mindset to
pass on values to loved ones.
Gardner argues that what makes a leader is the ability to tell a kind of
story — one that explains ourselves to ourselves and gives power and
resonance to a collective vision. Churchill told the story of Britain’s
indomitable courage in the fight for freedom. Kennedy inspired
America’s innovative culture in its quest to send a man to the moon.
Gandhi spoke about Indian dignity and non-violent protest. And
Martin Luther King Jr. told of how a great nation is racially equal.
Stories give a group a shared identity and sense of purpose.
Philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre also emphasized the importance of
narrative to the moral life. “Man,” he writes, “is, in his actions and
practice as well as in his fictions, essentially a story-telling animal.” It is
through narratives that we learn who we are and how we are called to
behave. Take the Bible, for instance.
In Deuteronomy, Moses, when instructing the Israelites of their duties
and responsibilities before entering the Promised Land, warns the
people no less than fourteen times not to forget. If they forget the past,
they will lose their identity and sense of direction and disaster will
follow. Not only are the people commanded to remember, but they are
also commanded to hand that memory on to their children.
You may find it interesting to note that there is no biblical Hebrew
word for history. The closest equivalent is divrei hayamim, “chronicles”.
Deuteronomy uses the root zachor, meaning memory.
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History refers to others who acted before us. Memory invokes our
own involvement in the story. Biblical Hebrew, therefore, asserts that
believers collectively participated in the story. Jewish families who read
the Passover Haggadah are familiar with this concept through one of
the passages. In the passage, a wicked son does not consider himself
part of the story and is admonished accordingly. “God brought us forth
from Egypt,” he is told.
The greatest of leaders therefore create a collective memory so that the
entire group feels like a part of the historical narrative. You can still see
the power of this biblical idea today. If you visit the Washington DC
Presidential memorials, you will see that each one carries an inscription
taken from their words: Jefferson’s “We hold these truths to be selfevident…” Roosevelt’s “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”
Lincoln’s Gettysburg address “With malice toward none; with charity
for all…” Each memorial tells a story.
In contrast, many London monuments have no narrative, no
inscription, simply a name — like Churchill. England does not have the
same kind of sweeping national narrative because it is largely based not
on a covenant but on hierarchy and tradition.
So how do we apply these lessons to your family and loved ones? What
made you into the you you are now? What are your family’s covenants,
the principals and attributes that you believe most important? How can
we fashion a system to pass these values down to future generation?
So many of my clients, when discussing their estate plans, voice a
common concern: “I don’t want my wealth to somehow weaken my
children’s drive and ambition.”
This concern has merit. The old saying, “shirt-sleeves to shirt-sleeves
in three generations” is found in many different cultures. In Japan, the
expression goes, “rice paddies to rice paddies in three generations.” The
Scottish say, “The father buys, the son builds, the grandchild sells, and
his son begs.”
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Family wealth can only survive through a family narrative, passed down
from generation to generation. Each generation needs to feel like a part
of the original narrative and have an obligation to continue its journey.
I believe that we can amend our estate plans to tell our stories and build
our narrative for all our loved ones.
Here, I intentionally broaden the definition of wealth. One need not
be monetarily wealthy to have those things most important in life,
including dignity, respect, honesty, friendship and loyalty.
Why not include, on the opening pages of a will or trust then, how
your family’s wealth was acquired? Describe the trials and tribulations
it took to accumulate and distribute this inheritance, and what you
hope subsequent generations will not only understand but build upon.
Enunciate your family’s core covenants. Build your legacy.
It’s always best to discuss these important topics with your loved ones
during life. Memorializing your family legacy, however, can certainly be
accomplished in your estate planning documents. I’m working on a way
to systemize this process in the coming months as part of our unique
process, The Family Estate & Legacy Program®.
In the meantime, my suggestion for those of you who this speaks to,
is to take the time to write down your thoughts. You probably recall
important lessons that your parents and grandparents taught you,
probably using a story. Don’t let those valuable insights die with you!
A true leader tells the family story to pass on a shared sense of value
and purpose. The families that prosper tend to be the ones that, from
generation to generation, become part of a shared narrative. How are
you going to create that narrative for your family?
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The Importance of Communication
Americans don’t like to talk about sensitive topics like money and
death. I deal with both topics on a daily basis with my clients, so to me
it’s pretty much second nature. It’s apparent, however, that most of my
clients squirm at the thought of revealing their financial condition, as
they must in order for me to properly help plan their estate. Couple
that with discussing their own mortality and you got a pretty nasty
combination.
And that’s just the beginning. While communication with your team of
legal, tax and financial professionals is important to put a proper estate
plan in place, the project isn’t complete without informing your loved
ones.
I’m not kidding.
“Why do I need to tell my family about my finances and my will? It’s
none of their business!” I’ve heard on more than occasion.
I reply, “You don’t need to tell your family, but the more that you
communicate, the less likely problems arise.”
Consider a situation where in his last will and testament Tim designates
his Florida property for his son and another Michigan property for his
daughter. Tim then has a stroke and becomes unable to communicate.
He eventually needs a nursing home, but Tim doesn’t have a lot of
money. Discovering his lack of liquidity, daughter decides to move Tim
to his Michigan lake house (near where she lives) and sells the Florida
property to provide money for his care.
Daughter’s actions effectively disinherited her brother from Tim’s
estate. Daughter and son didn’t realize this until Tim’s death, as Tim
didn’t communicate his financial condition or the contents of his
will with his children. Daughter disinherited her brother innocently,
but that could easily devolve into bad feelings and finger pointing.
Communication of his financial condition, along with the contents
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of his will prior to his illness, could have helped his children consider
alternatives that could have avoided these problems.

Consider This
Joe is married to Laura, his second wife who
is not the mother of his children: Matt and Luiza.
Joe loves Laura and wants to provide for her, but
he doesn’t want to leave everything out right to her
since Joe wants his children to benefit from his wealth
following Laura’s death. Joe leaves a life estate in his
residence to Laura, along with a marital trust that
pays Laura income for her life. At Laura’s death, all
the assets are left to Matt and Luiza.

Communication problems commonly arise in blended families. In this
situation, Joe should communicate his intent to Laura and his children.
Who knows what their expectations are? While Joe might feel that no
one should have expectations, that attitude defies human nature. Laura
may not have many assets of her own to live off and may be quite
fearful of her financial future if Joe predeceases her.
If Joe doesn’t discuss and share with her what he intends to leave her
and how he intends to leave it, Laura’s anxiety is only going to increase.
In the best of all worlds, Joe and Laura meet not only with the estate
attorney but also with a financial planner to discuss budgets and needs
under various conditions. Joe’s portfolio may or may not be appropriate
to meet his intent.
At the same time, there’s the danger that Laura’s relationship with Matt
and Luiza becomes acrimonious after Joe’s passing. If Joe sits down
with his children and explains how he wants his estate plan to work,
then they are less likely to be wary of any money that Laura spends.
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Consider that every dollar Laura spends for the rest of her life is one
less dollar the children will inherit.
The children might even bring up valid points that Joe may not have
considered. What if Laura is close in age to the children? What if Laura
doesn’t want to live in the house any longer and needs nursing home
care? Should the house be sold to provide money for that care? Is it
more important for the children to inherit the home than the money
one day? What about the contents of the home? Are there any items
that Laura wouldn’t value but are invaluable to the girls?
There are a million things to discuss. The problem is, no one wants to.
Then when something happens everyone wishes that these things were
discussed while Joe was healthy.
A joint meeting with a third party like an estate attorney may help get
the ball rolling with delicate topics like these. Just don’t sweep them
under the rug because they’re uncomfortable topics.
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Setting Expectations
Like many of you during season, we entertain guests from northern
locales looking for sun, beaches and good weather. While we enjoy
having friends and family in our guest room, it’s also a very busy time
of year for me and my practice, so I don’t get to take as much time with
them as I would like. Consequently, when we first make plans, we often
make it a point to set expectations about how much time we’ll be able to
spend together and suggest activities that our guests can enjoy on their
own.
It’s all about setting expectations. Early communication usually sets the
stage for a favorable experience for all.
Expectations are also important when communicating with your loved
ones about your estate plan. Discussing one’s private legal and financial
affairs is never easy. Consider the burden you could place on whoever is
responsible to fill the legal role when you become disabled and are not
able to manage your checkbook, investments, and other day to day affairs.
I therefore encourage my clients to sit down with the party or parties
who will serve as an agent under a durable power of attorney document,
as your successor trustee of your trust and as personal representative
under your will to brief them on your legal, tax, and financial situation.
This includes where your accounts are held and how you go about
managing your assets. It’s a good idea to introduce your lawyer,
accountant, and financial advisor to your loved ones who you named to
fill these important roles.
If you named a bank or trust company to serve as your successor trustee,
it’s always a good idea to form some sort of relationship with them prior
to requiring their services. If you are an investment do-it-yourselfer then
you might consider working with your named bank or trust company on
some portion of your portfolio to determine if you’re a good fit for one
another.
To do otherwise with any of my above suggestions risks having a
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“transition in a time of crisis.” In other words, if the parties and
professionals that need to be involved in the event of your disability
are only called upon at the moment of your disability, everybody must
get up to speed very quickly so that things don’t fall through the cracks.
When you name a financial firm as a trustee, for example, and they have
no prior history with you, then they have no idea as to your investment
goals, your risk tolerance, and your general philosophy. Once you become
disabled, then you may have no way of communicating these facts to
them.
If you’ve named a son, daughter, or other loved one to fill this role, it
can become equally difficult for them, especially if they have no idea as
to your net worth, your estate plan, or any tax or other investment issues
that you deal with on a day to day basis.
Many clients fear sharing this confidential information, even with their
closest relatives. A major concern is that in revealing your wealth, certain
gift or other financial expectations arise. If this is an issue, then perhaps
you haven’t named the right parties as your durable power of attorney or
as your successor trustee.
More delicate issues arise in blended family situations. When your will
or trust continues to benefit your spouse with the remainder interest left
to family members not of your current marriage, then you are financial
marrying these individuals to each other, often for the remainder of
the surviving spouse’s lifetime. Setting expectations in this situation is
crucial. If your spouse is your primary concern, it always helps to voice
your intent to those affected while you are alive, healthy and competent.
Don’t just leave it to the cold words of a legal document. If you aren’t
comfortable revealing the extent of your finances, then at least express
your intentions in broad terms to squelch future problems.
Communicating and getting ahead of any difficulties is always a good
idea. And what’s good for the goose is good for the gander. The
conversation should be just that – a dialogue rather than a lecture. Take
the time to listen to any concerns that your loved ones might have. After
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learning of those concerns it might mean a needed adjustment to the
course.
When the summer-like weather is upon us, our guests will flee. But that
means we may spend a little time up north to enjoy their nice weather. I
wonder who might have an available guest room.
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Myths About Estrangement

successfully claim a portion of the estate.

From time to time a client
will not tell me about a child
because they have become
estranged, and they don’t
want to leave anything to
that child or to that child’s
children in the estate plan.
When I don’t know that the
child even exists, problems can
arise since it is usually proper
form to mention the child and
specifically disinherit him or
her in the will and/or trust.
Otherwise, the child might

I suppose that some clients who fail to discuss the relationship do so
because of feelings of guilt or shame. They might feel that they’ll be
judged if someone knows about the estrangement. Other times it might
be out of pain. The client doesn’t want to even think about the issue, so
they would rather pretend that the relative doesn’t exist.
A recent New York Times article1 shed some light on the subject.
Broadly speaking, estrangement is defined as one or more relatives
intentionally choosing to end contact because of an ongoing negative
relationship. The article points out those relatives who go long stretches
without a phone call because of external consequences like a military
deployment or incarceration don’t fall into this category.
Lucy Blake, a lecturer at Edge Hill University in England published a
systematic review2 of 51 articles about estrangement in the Journal of
Family Theory & Review. This body of literature, Blake wrote, gives
family scholars an opportunity to “understand family relationships as
1
Catherine S. Lewis, “Debunking Myths about Estrangement,” //nytimes.com, (Dec 20, 2017)
2
Lucy Blake, “Parents and Children Who Are Estranged in Adulthood: A Review and Discussion
of Literature.” //doi.org/10.1111/jftr.12216, (Nov 15 2017)
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they are, rather than how they could or should be.”
As more people share their experiences publicly, some misconceptions
are overturned. Assuming that every relationship between a parent and
child will last a lifetime is as simplistic as assuming every couple will
never split up.

Myth: Estrangement Happens Suddenly
It’s usually a long, drawn-out process as opposed to a single blowout. A
parent and child’s relationship typically erodes over time, not overnight.
It is usually an accumulation of hurts, betrayals, and other factors that
accumulate – undermining the sense of trust between family members.
Failure to visit a parent and then not doing so once that parent becomes
sick and hospitalized, for example, can be the proverbial straw that breaks
the camel’s back. A parent who cuts off a child financially while he is in
college despite having resources can be another triggering event after a
lifetime of perceived indifference.
Dr. Kristina Sharp is an Assistant Professor in the Languages,
Philosophy, and Communication Studies Department at Utah State
University. She states that estrangement is “a continual process. In
our culture, there’s a ton of guilt around not forgiving your family. So
achieving distance is hard, but maintaining distance is harder.”

Myth: Estrangement is Rare
In 2014, a United Kingdom study found that 8 percent of roughly
2,000 adults said they had cut off a family member. This translates to
more than five million people. An additional 19% reported that another
relative was no longer in contact with family.
In a 2015 Australian study of 25 parents cut off by at least one child
found three main categories of estrangement. In some cases, the son
or daughter chose between the parent and someone or something else,
such as a spouse or partner. In others, the adult child punished the
parent for “perceived wrongdoing” or a difference in values. Additional
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ongoing stressors like domestic violence, divorce, and failing health
were also cited.
In-laws who keep the grandchildren away were common issues, as were
perceived slights over child-raising, house cleaning/maintenance, and
even cooking. These slights can escalate into feelings of cumulative
disrespect between the parties.

Myth: Estrangement Happens on a Whim
In another Australian study, 26 adults reported being estranged from
parents for three main reasons: abuse (physical, emotional, or sexual),
betrayal (over secrets), and poor parenting (being overly critical, shaming,
or scapegoating). The three were not always mutually exclusive and
commonly overlapped.
Most of the participants noted that their estrangements followed
childhoods in which they had already had poor communications with
parents who were physically or emotionally unavailable. One participant
said that because he was always responsible for two younger siblings, he
decided never to have children of his own. After years of growing apart,
the final straw was his wedding day.
In 2014, he and his longtime girlfriend decided to marry at City Hall
for practical reasons. He didn’t invite his family, in part, because it was
an informal gathering, but also because a brother had recently married
in a traditional ceremony, during which his father backed out of giving
a speech. He worried that his father might do something similarly
disruptive, so he did not invite him or the rest of the family.
The family found out about the marriage on Facebook. One brother told
him he was hurt that he wasn’t even told, and the sister messaged that she
and the father would no longer speak to him.
These are all sad tales. It’s interesting that family estrangement is so
common, but when planning your estate, it’s usually important for your
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estate planning attorney to be aware of these issues and to, as delicately as
possible, include necessary language in the legal documents.
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Sharing Your Wisdom
Have you ever noticed how the older you get, the less intelligent those
around you seem to be? You look at some of their actions or statements
and just shake your head. But when you open your mouth to offer advice,
what happens? Usually you’re ignored at best, or at worst you’re shut
down.
There’s actually something to this phenomenon.
As we age, we accumulate valuable lessons: life experience. Some call it
“The School of Hard Knocks” which is more difficult and valuable than
anything taught at the university. Looking back, I’d venture to say that the
most valuable lessons occurred, at least for me, when I failed.
I tried something, and it didn’t work.
At the time, I may have been upset with myself or sometimes I became
angry with others or at the circumstances. Reflecting on those occasions
my anger was directed elsewhere, I realize that I was often the true
culprit. Despite the blame game, I still picked up golden nuggets that
would become useful at some point in the future.
I’m sure this resonates with you too, doesn’t it?
My children are now at the ages where they’re invincible. My three
daughters are 25, 23, and 19. The oldest is out of college, having earned
her master’s degree, and is in the workforce. The middle is in the physical
therapy doctorate program at the University of Florida while the
youngest is a college sophomore.
They know it all.
Except they don’t.
They haven’t been through some of the trials and tribulations that my
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wife and I have experienced. We hope that they avoid some of our most
challenging obstacles. The problem is, when we shield our children from
those same challenges, we deny them the very life lessons, the wisdom
earned, that enabled our success.
How does one therefore share one’s wisdom in such a manner that our
loved ones will openly listen, yet not try to overly manage their lives? The
most effective strategy I’ve come up with is to share my life experiences
as they happen. Including the failures. Patti and I have shared our ups
and downs around the dinner table since the kids were young.
We were careful not to share stories or events that weren’t age
appropriate. I believe over the years our open communication helped.
I’ve noticed how our daughters, when describing their current challenges
to us, often analogize those same dinner time conversations to their
situations.
But what to do when they leave the nest? Does this end our opportunity
to share wisdom?
It certainly gets more difficult. Have you noticed that as your loved ones
age, and they get knocked around a little bit by life, they seem more open
to your suggestions?
How does all this fit into your estate plan? Let’s discuss managing the
inheritance that you leave your loved ones.
First, realize that your estate plan is dynamic, not only because tax laws
change, but the estate and trust laws change, too.
An estate plan is mostly dynamic because your loved ones change!
If your children are close in age to mine, you probably want to impose
a third-party trustee like a bank or trust company to help manage the
money and investments if your loved ones inherit while still young. They
might be the most honest, smart, and cautious young adults, but they still
don’t have the life experience that you have.
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Don’t get caught in the “curse of knowledge” trap. In other words, just
because you learned something as a life lesson doesn’t mean that your
adult children have.

Consider This
Twenty-three year old Leo has a friend, Jim,
who believes he has the next big software app that will
earn millions. Jim encourages Leo to invest $100,000
of his inheritance so that they’ll both become the next
Bill Gates. Leo, without the knowledge of his parents or
that of a trusted advisor, loans his friend a chunk of his
inheritance and loses it all.

It’s better to impose a wise, learned hand for a few years. Your will or
trust can be drafted so that at some point, say when each beneficiary
reaches age 40, your adult children can take full control over their own
investments. It can also be drafted so that they can change who the trust
company is, so they’re not trapped with an underperforming, overly
expensive institution.
There are many options available to you and your loved ones. This
goes to the skill that your attorney has not only with his own practice
experience, but in translating your life experience to your plan.
This is far from boilerplate.
Having a third-party trustee isn’t a bad idea for some of your older
beneficiaries as well. Those who don’t ever seem to make wise life
choices, are spendthrifts, or have dependency problems all are candidates
to have a helping hand once you aren’t around anymore.
This should all come out in your initial client interview.
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The key, just as what my wife and I did around the dinner table, is to
share your wisdom with your loved ones and to share your concerns with
your estate planning attorney.
In my firm’s Elite Client Care Program, for example, we offer our
clients the opportunity to meet with us and their children (over video
conferencing if the children aren’t all local) to discuss these important
issues together. I’ve found that having the attorney translate how the
plan works once constructed, provides a level of clarity and comfort
that otherwise might be unattainable, and the plan is consequently more
readily accepted.
Share your wisdom. Help guide, but don’t overdo it. And make sure your
estate plan keeps up with the changes that constantly occur within your
own family.
Now that’s wise.
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Ghosts to Ancestors
“Work to turn the ghosts that haunt you into the ancestors that accompany
you.” Bruce Springsteen
I was inspired to write this last year after midnight from our hotel room
in New York City after my wife and I enjoyed Springsteen on Broadway,
an amazing show by The Boss himself covering his life and music.
The quote above is not from the performance; rather it’s from his
autobiographical book, Born to Run, which serves as the material on
which the production is based.
Attending college and law school throughout Springsteen’s heyday in
the 1980s, his music was an important part of my youth. From “Tenth
Avenue Freeze Out,” my fraternity’s theme song, to “My Hometown,”
covering race relations and economic hardship, and “Born to Run,” an
anthem of restless youth, I identified with his lyrics and message. This
not to mention the rollicking good times my friends and I experienced at
his energetic, pulsating, three-hours-plus concerts.
Springsteen is now 68 years old, ancient by rock and roll standards. It was
clearly evident the importance he placed on telling his personal story, and
the desire he has to show the depth of his music and lyrics beyond Top
40 fodder. The production features Bruce on acoustic guitar and piano,
rearranging his hits to sound more like Bob Dylan or Arlo Guthrie than
what you might remember emanating from your stereo speakers so long
ago.
In the book and during the show he speaks of the troubled relationship
he had with his alcoholic, bipolar father. When Bruce was only 19 years
old, his father moved his mother and youngest sister across the country
from their longtime home in Freehold, New Jersey to San Mateo,
California. His parents essentially abandoned him. It would be years
before his fame and fortune. His 17-year-old pregnant sister was also left
behind to fend for herself.
He covers the painful feelings over his mother’s ambivalence about how
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the move would tear the family apart. Knowing this, she went along out
of devotion to her husband. Yet, as the book progresses through his life’s
journey, Springsteen reveals how he came to terms with his family’s good
and bad, and how grateful he was for his life experience. Had events not
unfolded as they did, he may not have become the reverential figure of
today.
I feel much the same way about my upbringing. I was born to a 24-yearold father and a 22-year-old mother, both of whom then lacked the
maturity and economic wherewithal to support a son, and then, nearly
three years later, a daughter. Like Springsteen’s family, my parents –
running from their demons – moved from Indianapolis to Clearwater
when my sister and I were teens. Unlike Springsteen’s family, however,
we all moved. My parents seemed to lurch from one tragedy to the next,
not learning from their youthful mistakes. Despite this, they remained
devoted to one another, their marriage lasting more than 54 years until
my mother’s death three years ago.
So strong was my parents’ devotion to one another and so difficult was
their struggle to make ends meet, that my sister and I became tertiary
figures to the play that became our life. Both of us suffered lasting
emotional scars. But, just as Springsteen states, without those scars I
wouldn’t have become the man that I am.
I wanted a different upbringing for my three daughters, and my sister and
her husband successfully raised a son and daughter as well. We’ve learned
valuable lessons from our parents’ shortcomings. I wasn’t perfect raising
my family, as I’ve made my share of mistakes. They were mostly different
mistakes, although I’ll admit to repeating some.
“A man learns fatherhood through his father’s actions,” Springsteen said
during the performance.
Like Bruce, I realize that if I don’t turn the ghosts that haunt me into
ancestors that accompany me, I’ll just transfer my baggage to the next
generation. “I decided between my father and me that the sum of our
troubles would not be the summation of our lives together...There are
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irretrievable lives and unredeemable sins, but the chance to rise above is
one I wish for yours and mine,” he writes.
Near the end of the show, Springsteen speaks glowingly of his now
deceased father. Before launching into “Dancing in the Dark,” he
describes his then 93-year-old mother, who is “seven years into
Alzheimer’s.” He uses the song to tell us about his mother’s love for
dance and her positive influence on his life.
Anyone who’s both suffered through childhood trauma and then later
raised a family of one’s own can identify with the powerful emotions
conveyed during this show’s two and a half hours. I’m just happy that I
had the opportunity to reflect on words of wisdom uttered by one of my
boyhood heroes, who, as it turns out, is so much more than a rock and
roll legend.
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Meaningful Last Words
My client, let’s call him Salvador, complained to me recently while reading
over his estate planning documents. “These seem so…cold...so…
’legal’….” he said slowly, searching for the right words. “I understand that
these documents have to use this legal language so that my estate gets the
benefits of the law, but I’m having a hard time knowing that these will be
my last words that I communicate to my family.”
I understood Salvador completely. Who wants their last words to read “I
instruct my trustee to distribute a fraction of my estate, the numerator of
which is comprised of the largest amount that would not be taxable…
blah blah blah?”
I am sure that no one wants that.
Today, I’m going to propose that you consider an alternative. This
alternative can be made into a very meaningful and fun exercise.
What I’m referring to is to leave a separate document – apart from your
will – for each of your most important loved ones.
This document shouldn’t be about “who gets what” from your estate –
that’s for your will and trust. Besides, you don’t want to inadvertently say
anything that might contradict what’s in your legal documents that could
lead to beneficiary disputes. It can even be technologically advanced, like
a personal video uploaded to a secure place like our client portal.
What I’m talking about here, is for you to create something really special.
Too often we don’t share our true emotions with those closest to us.
We often tell our spouses that we love them, but we don’t tell them why
we love them. We might tell our children that we are proud of them,
but we don’t tell them why we are proud of them. We may truly admire
something about a lifelong friend, but we are often afraid to open up and
tell them what we’ve admired about them – or even that we harbored
admiration to begin with.
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How great would it be if we shared all those thoughts with those closest
to us? So, I propose that you do just that. Write a letter or record a
message and tell our loved ones how much they’ve meant to us. Then
securely store that document or video, like on our portal, to be opened
concurrently with your will.
I thought that I’d suggest a few basic thoughts for those who might not
be as comfortable putting words on paper or speaking them aloud:
Keep it Positive – Particularly when you are composing communication
that you don’t intend for a loved one to receive until after you have
departed this earth, it’s a good idea to keep it positive. Everyone is
subject to valid criticisms for our faults and unfulfilled expectations.
Don’t use this letter to review those. These are your last words. Don’t
you want them to leave them with a smile? But do be sincere. Don’t heap
praise where praise really isn’t believable. Everyone has positive qualities.
Talk about those here.
Write Separate Letters – Don’t combine everything into one letter or
video. Make one for your spouse. Another to each child or other loved
one. That way your last words can be very personal for that particular
person.
Open a Spousal Letter with How You Fell in Love – You might open
a letter or video to your spouse recalling the first time that you met, and
how you knew that you were in love. Talk about the qualities that she or
he possessed and how those qualities grew better over time.
Recall Your Child’s Early Years – For your children you might open a
letter or video about their early years – how much you cherished having
them in your life. There may have been certain traits, characteristics or
events that foreshadowed later successes they achieved. Talk about those
– and how you noticed them.
Tell Them Why – Don’t be shy telling your loved ones the “whys.” Why
you are so in love. Why you are so proud. Why you smile when you think
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about them. With kids it might even be fun to tell them why you wanted
to have kids in the first place and how different it was raising them as
opposed to what you expected before you ever had kids.
Review Fun Family Times or Accomplishments – Every relationship
has its ups and downs. Many of the ups can be chronicled as happening
during a certain event such as a vacation, sporting event, or holiday
gathering. While everyone might have already grown tired hearing the
same stories around the dinner table over and over, you might be able to
provide a twist. Relay why that story meant so much to you and how it
demonstrates your loved one’s special qualities.
Regrets – Generally speaking, it’s not a good idea to create a list of
regrets. But you might have some that would have a positive spin. “I
regret that I didn’t tell you this earlier, and hope that by telling you this
now, you’ll know how much you meant to me,” for example. You may
regret certain incidents and want to apologize for them. If this is the
case, do your best to keep it concise while not trying to place blame or
guilt on your loved one.
Your Hopes and Dreams – Talk about your hopes and dreams for your
loved one – particularly if they are young. If they aren’t young anymore,
you can talk about how proud you are of their accomplishments. Maybe
they’ve raised great kids of their own. Perhaps they’ve overcome a lot of
obstacles and you’ve noticed how far they’ve come. That’s great stuff. Let
them know it.
Wind it Up- Make sure that you leave them with a warm statement. I
saw one letter where a father told each of his children that he wanted
them to know that he believed in an afterlife. Although his children may
no longer be able to touch him or hear him, they could talk to him, and
he would be there to listen. He told them that he trusted their judgment,
and he hoped that they would live the rest of their life with confidence
that everything happens for a reason. It struck me as a powerful
confirmation of his love, devotion and admiration.
I hope that this piece helped provide the start of an outline if you feel
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that this is important to do for your loved ones. I’m working on a video
for my wife and for each of my children, which I intend to update as the
years go by. I’m hopeful that these memories will mean more to them
than anything material that I leave behind.

Key Takeaways
> When drafting your estate plan, you should
communicate your wishes with your family to ensure
they make informed decisions during your incapacity;
> Communicating your expectations to loved ones
alleviates their burden of fulfilling your legal
obligations in the case of your disability;
> Listen to the concerns of your loved ones and
consider them when creating your estate plan
> Family estrangement is not uncommon, but your
estate planning attorney must be aware of this issue
to include the necessary language in your legal
documents;
> Share your wisdom with your children, and when
you’re gone, ensure you have a competent team
including your attorney, CPA, and financial advisor
there to help them make informed decisions as
adults;
> Learn from the mistakes of your parents and refrain
from transferring the baggage of your ancestors
to the next generation; and
> In additional to your estate planning documents,
create something meaningful for your family with
your own words.
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Chapter Four
Common Cents Estate Planning

When Everyone is Thinking the Same Thing
General Patton was once famously quoted, “When everyone is thinking
the same thing, then somebody’s not thinking!” How many times have
you been in a meeting or in a conversation where no one seems to
disagree? It seems as if everyone is afraid to say what they really think.
The action plan out of those types of meetings is usually something less
than satisfactory, isn’t it?
Using my field as an example, I’ll sit down with a couple to discuss their
estate plan. Rather than get right to the point and ask how they want
their will or trust to read, I like to ask them questions about themselves
and their family. If the client is retired, I’ll usually ask what they did when
they were working. How many children do you have? Tell me about your
children and so on.
To do otherwise – simply ask how to divide their possessions – invites
problems. “Just divide everything equally amongst our children after both
of us are gone” is a common direction – that could lead to big issues.
Once I was having a very interesting conversation with new clients,
spending more than forty-five minutes on their history, on their children,
and even their grandchildren. The husband suddenly stopped and asked
me why I was spending so much time trying to learn about the family
members’ personalities.
“If I don’t know this information, how might I help you fashion an
estate plan that’s going to work for you?” I answered.
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Consider This
Chadwick has built up a family business over the
course of many years. The equity and value in the family
business makes up a large chunk of Chadwick’s net worth.
Chadwick has three children, only one of whom works in
the family business.
Chadwick’s will simply divides his net worth amongst
his three children. The son who inherits his 1/3 share of
Chadwick’s business and is the one responsible for working
the business resents the fact that his work benefits his two
siblings who do nothing but sit back and wait for dividend
checks.
The siblings who don’t work complain that the son who
is working the business isn’t running it correctly or is
spending too much on his own salary which decreases the
amount of dividend checks that they receive.

Eventually the hard feelings will multiply and may even fracture family
relationships. There are alternatives for the client who has net worth
tied up in a difficult to divide, illiquid asset. You could have the personal
representative sell the asset to a third party. You could write your
documents to give a child who is working in the business the option to
purchase the equity interest from his siblings at a price and on terms that
won’t bankrupt the business. You could even purchase life insurance and
name disproportionate beneficiaries to work out the difference and so
on.
But in working on an estate plan you would only arrive at these solutions
if you can first get everyone thinking something different than what is
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rote. You have to think “outside the box” as they say.
You might say that planning this way might lead to difficult conversations
and disagreements. And it might. But as General Patton figured out - it’s
okay to have disagreements during the planning stage. What every family
doesn’t want is to have disagreements once it’s too late.
.
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A Different Way of
Looking at Estate
Planning
Nobel Prize winning economist
Friedrich (FA) Hayek (1899 to
1992) once commented that
it’s a shame that capitalism is
so named. He noted that the
tragedy of capitalism is that it was
named by its enemies who hated
it. “Capital – money,” Hayek said, “isn’t the central point of capitalism.
Rather, capitalism is the never-ending system of increased cooperation
among strangers.”
This never-ending system of cooperation is all around us. I’m always
amazed by technology, so even something as simple as an Automatic
Teller Machine (ATM) tends to engage my imagination. ATMs have been
around a long time, as they became popular in the early 1980s, and their
capabilities have been exponentially expanding ever since. When I was
recently overseas, I needed some local currency and wanted to get the
best exchange rate. The hotel clerk advised that the best rates are found
at the ATM, and there happened to be one conveniently located around
the block.
I found the ATM, inserted my bank debit card to withdraw about $200
worth of the local currency, punched a few buttons and out it came. Talk
about a system of cooperation among strangers! Here I was in Europe,
and within moments had local currency in hand, with an appropriate
amount deducted from my checking account here in Florida at a
favorable exchange rate!
So please allow me to relate Hayek’s definition of capitalism to your
estate plan. Most people tend to limit their view of estate planning as
handling the transfer of wealth upon their death. In other words, that pile
of paper that you signed in my office is merely a means to transfer your
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hard-earned capital to your spouse, children, or other loved ones when
your time on Earth is finished.
If instead you view your estate plan as the capitalistic endeavor that it
truly is, you see it as a never-ending system of increasing cooperation
among your loved ones with strangers. It begins with the creation of your
estate plan, which requires the work of your estate planning attorney. But
he’s not the only one working on the creation of your documents. He has
legal assistants, clerks, and a host of others (and even far off computer
programmers) who are necessary to provide you this service.
Assuming that his system assists with the transfer of your assets to your
trust, his team then interacts with your financial advisors, banks, and trust
companies to ensure that all of your assets are properly titled into your
revocable trust and that the proper beneficiary designations have been
named. To prove my point that your estate plan is something more than
the transfer of capital wealth upon your death, if you should become
disabled, then you can see how more cooperation among strangers
becomes beneficial.
A good estate plan will put into motion the installment of your successor
trustee and perhaps your agent under a durable power of attorney
document who will now interact with your financial institutions to write
your checks, pay your bills, and manage your assets. Your trustee may be
a loved one, or it may be a professional. In either event many others will
be cooperating to ensure that your affairs are kept in proper order and
that you are well taken care of.
I make the argument that a good estate plan is worth more to the client
than it is to the client’s beneficiaries for this very reason. That’s why it’s
so important to have the triumvirate of a good estate planning attorney,
CPA, and financial advisor because, at some point, we all decline and
become vulnerable. Waiting until something tragic happens is asking for
what I call a “transition in a time of crisis,” which nobody wants to have
happen.
Too often clients rely simply on family members rather than developing
relationships with “strangers” such as attorneys, CPAs, trust officers,
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bankers, and financial advisors. When you engage these professionals
for a mere transaction – drafting an estate plan for example rather than
developing an ongoing relationship with you on a constant basis to keep
your estate plan up to date – you are not using all of the true resources in
our capitalistic society.
There’s an inherent problem with working with professionals on a strictly
transactional basis while relying solely on family members. Your adult
children and other loved ones lead busy lives and may reside hundreds, if
not thousands of miles away. The better course of action is to transform
strangers into confidants who will be there to support you and your
family when they are most needed. This way, your team of professionals
can cooperate and support you and your family.
Capitalism and the technology supporting it are only going to improve
over the coming years and decades. Like a good capitalist, look at your
estate plan in a different way – as a valuable tool to preserve and protect
what you’ve worked so hard to earn over the course of a lifetime.
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Escaping Your Former
State’s Taxing Authority
A 2018 State of New York State
Tax Appeals ruling in the Matter of
Thomas Campaniello highlights the
importance of distancing oneself
from your former state of domicile
when declaring Florida residency for
both income and estate tax purposes.
Campaniello had declared Florida
residence, maintaining a home in
Key Biscayne since 1981. He spent
more time in Florida during 2007 than in New York and had substantial
business ties to Florida. He obtained a Florida driver’s license and
maintained personal items in Florida, including a doctoral diploma,
guitar, and his Ferrari.
In Campaniello, the New York State Division of Taxation had a substantial
financial reason to argue that he had not established Florida as his new
state of domicile or given up his ties to the State of New York. In 2007,
Campaniello filed a New York state income tax return as a non-resident,
which New York’s Division of Taxation audited, assessing state income
taxes of $319,000, New York City taxes of $169,772 plus penalties and
interest totaling $709,429.
In response to the audit, Campaniello submitted a summary of his
trips from December 2006 to January 2008, copy of passport pages
evidencing foreign travel during that time period, credit card statements,
quarterly bank statements (indicating a New York address), and cellular
phone statements, among other things.
The auditor’s review of the evidence determined that Campaniello (i)
was present in New York for 169 days during 2007; (ii) had significant
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weekly travel between New York and Florida; (iii) always returned to his
domicile in New York City for a portion of nearly every week in 2007
and (iv) continued utilizing New York medical professionals. As a result,
an Administrative Law Judge sided with the New York Division of
Taxation. Campaniello appealed.
The Tax Court agreed with the lower court, reaching its determination
on litany of factors: (i) continuing ownership and frequent use of his
New York apartment that he had owned since 1979; (ii) his presence in
New York for 171 days (note this is less than half a year); (iii) maintained
personal belongings and clothing in his New York apartment; (iv)
continued receipt of mail and bills (cellular phone service and credit
cards) at his New York address; (v) his spouse maintained New York
residency; (vi) family ties; (vii) substantial business ties to New York; and
(viii) operation of his New York and Florida businesses from a New
York office.
It should come as no surprise that New York state pursued Mr.
Campaniello for this tax revenue. States have been chasing both “former
residents” and corporations for years to cover budget shortfalls. As states
raise their income and corporate tax rates, individuals and entities leave
states for others, like Florida, that do not impose such taxes.
While the warning is important, that doesn’t mean that one should
give up and succumb to state taxing authorities. When making the
decision whether to become a Florida resident, several factors should be
considered, including:
•
Do you intend to spend the requisite amount of time outside of
your former state to qualify for non-resident status?
•
Do you continue to earn income in the state?
•
Is your health insurance or other benefits that you may receive
non-transferrable to Florida if you should become a resident here?
•
Are you willing to do the things necessary to sever the ties to
your former home state in order to escape that state’s taxing authority?
And there may be other questions pertinent to your situation. If you
must remain a state resident to retain certain government benefits such as
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health insurance or Medicaid, and if it would be unlikely to match those
benefits in Florida, then it may not be a good idea to change domicile.
One comment, that is not pertinent, and which I hear often is this: “I
have lived in that state my whole life, and I cannot imagine not being a
resident of that state!”
To this I raise my eyebrows with a perplexed look. Just because you
are no longer a legal resident of a state does not mean that you cannot
travel within its borders, enjoy the company of family and friends who
live there, or otherwise feel a close association. It just means that you no
longer wish to make contributions to its taxing authority on an annual
basis.
So, the real difficulty for those who maintain residences here and in their
former home state, becoming a Florida resident is not meeting Florida
residency requirements so much as it entails escaping the clutches of
your former state’s taxing authority.
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Is Your Estate Plan a Contract or a Covenant?
When considering your estate plan, I ask this question: do you consider
it a contract or a covenant? How you view your estate plan makes a
difference in how you approach it and, ultimately, the results you hope to
achieve.
Many consider the words “contract” and “covenant” synonymous;
they’re anything but. A contract is defined as an exchange which is to the
mutual benefit and self-interest of both parties. There are two types of
contracts – a commercial contract and a social contract.
A commercial contract is where two parties agree to an exchange
that benefits each financially. A social contract is where the individual
cedes liberties to the king or the state in exchange for protection from
external forces and the implementation of an internal rule of law. Three
Enlightenment thinkers, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and Jean-Jacques
Rousseau are credited with establishing a standard view of the theory
of the social contract. A commercial contract creates the market while a
social contract creates the state.
A covenant, on the other hand, isn’t like that. A covenant is more like a
marriage than it is an exchange. A covenant is where two or more parties,
each respecting the dignity and integrity of the other, come together in a
band of loyalty and trust to achieve what neither can accomplish alone. A
covenant isn’t about interests rather it is about identity. A covenant isn’t
about me the voter or me the consumer, instead it’s about us. In a broad
sense, a covenant does not create a market or a state, rather it creates a
society. In relation to a family unit, a covenant frames core values.
Many describe a revocable living trust as a contract between the grantor
of the trust – the person who creates the trust’s governing provisions –
and the trustee of the trust – the person or party who is responsible for
carrying out the trust terms. The interesting thing is that in a revocable
trust the titles of grantor and trustee are often initially held by the
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same person. But when the grantor dies, the trust terms dictate to the
successor trustee how the assets are to be used and enjoyed by the
trust beneficiaries. So, we do have two contracting parties, the deceased
grantor and the trustee responsible for carrying out the deceased’s wishes.
The beneficiaries’ enjoyment is subject to the contractual obligations
between the deceased and the trustee.
The trust might be extremely liberal in the sense that the beneficiaries
receive the trust assets outright and can do with them as they please,
or it might be restrictive imposing many rules and conditions on the
consumption and use of those assets.
But is it a commercial or social contract that we’re after? Most of my
clients don’t like to think of the bequest of their hard-earned assets
as a commercial transaction. It’s not “I’ll work hard for my entire life,
deny myself certain luxuries, goods and services so you may lose your
ambition, become an unrestrained consumer and live off the inheritance
for the rest of your life.”
Nor do many of my clients believe that the inheritance they leave
behind constitutes a social contract, although this is where many clients
mistakenly believe they should go to avoid the feeling that their plan is
nothing more than a commercial transaction. An estate plan with social
contract elements might contain restrictive language where the monies
can only be used for very specific purposes. Financial protection is
offered but only under strict preconditions.
I believe that many desire something beyond a contract. We want to
create a covenant between the generations. We want to instill a unique
legacy. This is more everlasting than any transaction could be, and it
speaks to clients’ core values. We hope that our progeny not only rise to
what we ourselves have achieved but also excel beyond our capabilities.
We accomplish this, however, not by overly restricting our family’s
direction but by building a framework of love and trust.
Taking this to an estate planning context, what covenant do you wish to
build within your family? What is it that each generation, fully respecting
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the dignity and integrity of the other, can come together in a band of
loyalty and trust to achieve that neither can accomplish alone? What
family core values do you wish to cultivate? Is it to produce highly
educated, engaged members of society? Is it instead to continue an
entrepreneurial innovative character whether in business or social works?
Is the promotion of religious or spiritual aspirations important? Are
there charitable or societal goals that you’ve achieved and hope your
family surpasses? Such covenants can be built inside of an estate plan in
such a way as to give each generation leeway to find its own path.
Ultimately, it’s not about the interests of the individual beneficiaries;
instead consider what language you’d like to include in your estate plan to
foster the identity your family has spent generations building.
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Homestead Problems
Tony owned a home on Sanibel for several years before claiming Florida
residency. He was a resident of New Jersey, but he noticed the tax savings
were worth the change of residency status. Twelve years ago, when he
and his wife Carmela last updated their estate plan, they created New
Jersey-based trusts. When Tony died last year, the trusts were not up to
date with Florida law.
Back when they last completed their planning, the New Jersey attorney
told Tony to put the Sanibel home into his trust to use against his estate
tax exemption. At Tony’s death, his trust was to be held for Carmela for
the remainder of her life, with Carmela as the trustee and the primary
beneficiary.
When Tony died, Carmela was surprised to learn that the devise of the
Sanibel residence, which was now their primary residence, was invalid
under Florida law. Under Florida law, absent a nuptial agreement to the
contrary, one must leave their home to his or her spouse. A devise into a
trust, even for that spouse’s benefit, is invalid.
Once there’s an invalid devise, Florida law does not consider what Tony’s
trust says about who should now own and enjoy the home. Instead,
Carmela, as the surviving spouse, may choose between a “life estate”
interest or half of the home as a Tenants-in-Common interest. The
decedent’s children, in this case their son Anthony and daughter Meadow,
take the remainder.
In other words, Anthony and Meadow have current vested ownership in
the residence. The only fact that changed relative to the Sanibel residence
between the time that Tony and Carmela prepared their New Jersey estate
plan and the time of their death was that they became Florida residents.
Yet, the disposition of the home changed dramatically because Florida
law regarding the descent and devise of the home now applied.
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Many attorneys up north do not recognize the nuances of Florida law,
and they commonly instruct their clients that the estate plan drafted in
the northern state is “just fine.” This is bad advice. While the will and
trust remain valid if properly signed in another state in accordance with
that state’s laws, the disposition of the assets may be different because of
Florida law.
This is especially true when one owns a Florida homestead residence, as
evidenced by Tony and Carmela’s dilemma.
Due to this invalid devise, Anthony and Meadow can prevent Carmela
from selling the Sanibel residence. They need to sign off on any contract
of sale and must sign a deed to a buyer. Anthony and Meadow are also
entitled to a portion of the sales proceeds. If either Anthony or Meadow
go through a divorce or have creditor problems, this may affect the title
to the residence.
These problems are difficult enough to navigate when the children of
the decedent are also the children of the surviving spouse. When steprelations are involved, however, it can become a completely different and
oftentimes more adversarial process.
If you’ve become a Florida resident, whether you claim homestead status
on your primary residence or not, these descent and devise laws apply.
I’ve been practicing estate planning law for 30 years here in Southwest
Florida and am a board-certified specialist in wills, trusts and estates.
Most of the clients that I visit with already have estate plans that were
drafted in their former state of residence and the invalid devise of the
homestead is a common issue that I find in many of the plans that come
across my desk.
I’ll admit my frustration at my colleagues up north who tell their clients
that their “wills and trusts are perfectly valid in Florida.” Yes, they’re
valid, but they may have unintended consequences. That’s why it’s
important to update your documents to Florida law when you become
a Florida resident. The Florida homestead is just one issue. There are
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several more, for example, with a Durable Power of Attorney.
Carmela was fortunate that Anthony and Meadow cooperated to quit
claim their interests back to Carmela. While those are “taxable gifts”
requiring the filing of a Federal Gift Tax Return 709 (and consumed
a portion of each of their lifetime exemptions from federal gift and
estate tax), neither Anthony or Meadow have an estate that is likely to be
taxable, so the problems were resolved.
It’s always better to head off those problems in the first place. If you’re
a homeowner and have become a Florida resident or are considering
Florida residency, have an estate planning specialist review your plan for
these and other common problems.
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The Top 5
Reasons Baby
Boomers
MUST Update
Their Estate
Plans
The baby boomer
generation said to span
between 1946 and 1964
has been quite the
generation. I know as I
was born at the tail end
in 1964, and, boy, have we been a royal pain-in-the-rear. By first swelling
the ranks of classrooms, causing the construction of new schools, and
then making college admissions hyper-competitive, afterwards increasing
the demand for first home purchases and so on.
We’re even responsible for our own baby-boomlet of progeny in the
1980s and 1990s.
The oldest baby boomers are retiring – while quite a few remain in the
primes of our working careers. We’re expected to put a strain on the
Social Security and Medicare programs, and many of us haven’t saved
enough for retirement. There are a number of reasons for that, from
overconsumption to stock market and housing crashes to believing the
mirage of never-ending youth.
A lot of us are very guilty of that last one.
The mirage of never-ending youth. It’s what traps those who haven’t
looked at their estate plan in quite some time. When baby boomers
arrive at my office, they generally pull out existing wills that call for
guardianships for their children (who are now grown adults themselves)
and name long-deceased parents as executors and trustees.
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Which brings me to today’s topic – the top five reasons that baby
boomers MUST update their estate plans:

5.

Relationships Change

Just as I mentioned above, your old wills, trusts, and power of attorney
documents might name people to serve in posts such as personal
representative, trustee and health care surrogate who you may have lost
touch with or who are no longer close to us. While attorneys in northern
jurisdictions often name themselves as trustee of their clients’ trusts, you
may now be a Florida resident or that attorney may have long since
retired. It’s time to take a fresh look at who you have named to conduct
your affairs for you in the event of your disability or death. Also, we may
now be in a different relationship or marriage than we found ourselves in
when we first prepared our estate plan. Blended families, typical of
second marriages, require a thoughtful, detailed plan to prevent problems
between a surviving spouse and step-relations;.

4.

Children Grow Up

Your will drawn twenty years or more ago may have contemplated
making distributions for your young children that are now fully grown
with kids of their own. Your adult children may also be some of the
best candidates to serve as your personal representative under you will
or as your trustee under your trust. You may also want to protect the
inheritance you leave your grown children from adult issues such as
divorce or lawsuits;

3.

Your Health

While none of us like to admit it, age usually presents more health issues
to deal with. You want to make sure that your health care surrogate
documents are up to date, as well as your living will that designates what
you want to have happen should you end up on life support with no
hope of recovery. None of us wants to be the next Terri Schiavo, so it is
important that your health care documents are up to date with today’s law
and with your intent;

2.

Your Stuff
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It’s probably time to review your assets and how your estate plan
provides for you, in the event of your disability, and your loved ones after
your death. In our youth our main assets probably consisted of a home,
term life insurance and maybe a few investments. As we enter middleage, we may no longer have term life insurance (instead we may have
whole or universal life policies that contain cash value), and we may have
larger investment accounts as well as IRA and 401(k) accounts. As the
types and amounts of assets that we own changes, it is important that our
estate plan change with them. An estate plan built around a young family
with term life insurance should look drastically different than an estate
plan for someone in the prime of their working career or who is nearing
retirement;

1.

Your Legacy

Finally, many of us like to consider what kind of legacy we leave behind.
It might include a charitable legacy with institutions or causes near and
dear to our hearts, or it might mean how we want our progeny to carry
on with the wealth that we’ve accumulated. Perhaps we’re concerned
that we’ll take away the incentive to lead a productive life, or we may want
our wealth to be used for certain activities we find beneficial – such as
education or health care.
There’s a lot to consider. Make it a priority to dust off the will or trust
that you’ve neglected for so long and use these five points to write down
what concerns you the most about your own planning. Then take that to
your attorney to provide a framework for your discussions and plans.
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Homebrewed Amendments
What happens when a man dies with
a will or a revocable trust that was
originally created by an attorney, but
later, that man apparently removed
some of the pages and replaced
them with new pages containing
different provisions? Those pages
have handwritten changes scratched
through them in several places and were
not witnessed in accordance with the
statutory requirements.
I’ll tell you what happens. The estate becomes a bloody mess.
Believe it or not, I’ve seen this scenario play out several times. I can only
guess that when people try to self-amend their legal documents, they
think that it’s easy to do and that there’s no reason to pay a qualified
lawyer to get it done properly.
In order for a will or trust (or an amendment to a will or trust) to be
legal, the testator must sign it at the end, and the testator’s signature must
be witnessed by two individuals who sign in the presence of the testator
and in each other’s presence. So, when a man rips out a page of his trust,
and types a new page to insert instead, he has not complied with the
statutory legal requirements to properly amend his trust.
This makes sense when you think about it. How does anyone know
whether the pages that were removed and replaced are really those of the
testator? That’s why we have laws governing the signing of testamentary
documents.
So, what happens when pages are replaced? That’s when litigation
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commonly arises between beneficiaries. Assuming that the original
pages of the trust (or will) – or copies of them – can be found, the
beneficiary who would most benefit from the old provisions (before
they were ripped out and replaced) will argue before a court that since
the new amendment was invalidly executed, the old provisions should be
resurrected and enforced.
Another beneficiary may argue that since the testator ripped out the old
page, he intended to revoke that provision and that the document should
be read as if the old provisions weren’t ever included. Since the new
provisions inserted weren’t validly executed, they’ll look to the rest of the
document to see who should get what.
But let’s say that in so examining the documents that there is a gaping
hole. Assume for example that the man ripped out the provision that
says to leave 25% of his estate to his sister. He replaced that provision
with one that directs a 25% bequest to his church, but the new provisions
weren’t validly executed.
The provisions he left alone direct a 25% bequest to his son and a 50%
bequest to his wife.
So, if we assume that he intended to revoke the 25% gift to his sister, but
that the 25% gift to the church wasn’t signed correctly, who is entitled to
that 25%?
Here there are a number of legal theories that may apply. One is called
the doctrine of dependent relative revocation. Under this theory, the man
intended for his sister to reclaim the 25% if the provision for the church
was found to be invalid, as it likely will be.
This Court may follow this theory if the trust or will prior to the one he
destroyed gave his sister 25% as well. But let’s assume that his sister did
not appear in any prior version of his will or trust. In that case, there are
at least two alternative solutions a Court may find.
The first solution would be to declare the man to have died intestate
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(without a will) as to the 25%. Here, the Florida intestacy statutes would
say who is to receive the 25%. If the man was survived by his spouse
and not by any minor children, and if his children are the children of his
spouse, then his spouse would likely receive the 25%. But let’s say that
the man’s prior trust gave the 25% to his brother. Here, the brother may
use the doctrine of dependent relative revocation to claim the amounts
as his.
Depending upon the son’s relation to the man’s spouse, the son may also
have a claim to some or all the 25%.
You can clearly see where all of this is going. The church is likely to hire
a lawyer to argue their rights to the share, although it would have the least
likely chance of prevailing. The spouse, brother, sister and son would also
have a potential claim to at least some portion of the 25% in question
under various legal theories, so each of them would likely hire a lawyer
to argue their case before the judge. Under Florida law, the estate would
likely be obligated to pay all these legal fees from the various claimants.
The poor judge has one big headache. The lawyers have a lot of work to
do (and hence a lot of fees to collect from the estate) including reviewing
prior wills and trusts and taking depositions of family members and
of the lawyers who drew the trusts. Each lawyer will try to build a case
that would prove the man’s intent as benefitting that lawyer’s client.
This courtroom drama could drag on for years before being settled or
resolved.
As I’m sure one can now see, the man would have saved his family and
his estate a great deal of aggravation and expense if he had only hired a
qualified lawyer to help him amend his legal documents in the first place.
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What You Read on the Internet
I imagine that when patients enter a physician’s office and makes
demands for specific medications after being influenced by an
advertisement, it is perpetually frustrating for those physicians.
And don’t you just love the disclaimers? Overlaying the happy scenes
of grandparents skipping along the beach with grandchildren, a serious
narrative voice quickly says something like, “This medication may cause
frequent vomiting, urination and even death! Stop taking the medication
if you notice vision loss or blood trickles out of your ears…”
What this points to is a loss of context. Patients who ask for medications
viewed on television typically don’t have a medical degree; they’ve not
practiced medicine, and what little they know about whatever ails them,
they may have learned on the Internet or by watching television. In
today’s age of misinformation, who knows what can happen! That’s
enough knowledge (even if false) to make them a danger to themselves.
I sometimes encounter this in my law practice. Suppose that a client
is interested in forming a charitable remainder trust, so he researches
it on the Internet. Which is fine. Learn all you can. I just hope that he
realizes the information he’s pulled up may be dated, it may be taken
out of context, and it may be so broad in scope as to be useless to the
particulars of his situation. That’s what you hire a professional for.
Occasionally, a client will engage in debate over an aspect of estate
planning law with me. They may have read something on the Internet,
believing it to be relevant to his or her situation. Most of the time
the information is relevant but lacks context. Without context, the
information or advice in the column may be way off base. That includes
the columns in this book.
What’s frustrating at times is trying to calm someone down from
misinformation or misapplied information. It’s difficult to convey all the
knowledge that I’ve accumulated, including accounting degrees, a CPA
license, a law degree, board certification, and over 30 years of experience
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in a few client meetings lasting a couple of hours or more.
And I suppose that’s today’s thought.
There’s a lot of information out there on the Internet. More so than at
any other time in human history, you can Google just about any topic
and find a plethora of information. Be aware of this, however – that
information is usually not specific to your individual situation and could
be entirely false. It is mere information; it is not knowledge. Knowledge
is accumulated over years of study and practice in any given field. Some
practitioners are certainly better than others, and I recognize that it’s
sometimes hard for the layman to know what level of expertise his
professional has.
Is my physician the cream of the crop? Does he keep up with all the new
developments? Is my CPA up to date with all of the ever-changing tax
laws? Is my attorney aware of the recent legal developments and does he
have the skill to apply his knowledge to a variety of complex situations?
Often, states have board certification programs that separate those
who are exemplary in their field from those that are not. In Florida, for
example, to become board certified by the Bar you must first be found to
have high ethics and an outstanding reputation among your peers. Then
you must pass a thorough examination in your specific field (such as wills,
trusts & estates) and complete a serious amount of continuing education
in high level course work every reporting period. Once certified, you
must become recertified every five years, and only 7% of Florida
attorneys even qualify!
Knowledge isn’t the only criteria one should judge their professional
on. A true professional has the wisdom to know when, how, and why to
apply the knowledge. Wisdom is something that’s gained over the years,
certainly. I have also found, however, that those individuals I consider
wise haven’t achieved that level without first having an inherent quality
that seems to be factory installed. They’ve always had the capacity for
wisdom and only needed life experience to shape it into something
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valuable for those they interact with.
You don’t find that wisdom in areas outside of your area of education
and experience by watching television advertisements or searching on
Google for a few hours. Go ahead and do your research on your topic, as
well as on the professional that you hire. Assuming you are comfortable
with that professional, ask questions and listen to the answers. If the
answers appear reasonable, relax and trust their judgment. If not, find a
professional that you can trust.

Key Takeaways
> Find an attorney who thinks outside the box when
creating your estate plan;
> You and your loved ones are part of a web of everincreasing cooperation among strangers;
> Even though you’ve become a Florida resident, it
doesn’t necessarily mean that you’ve escaped the
clutches of your former state’s taxing authority;
> While others view your estate plan as a contract,
we view it as a covenant between generations that
reflect your legacy;
> Your Northern estate planning documents may be
valid, but may have unintended consequences such as
the disposition of your Florida homestead;
> Laws change, your personal situation changes. Your
estate plan needs to keep up with these changes;
> Taking a shortcut and amending your documents
yourself causes more time, money, and headaches
than having a qualified lawyer to do it for you; and
> The Internet helps to find a qualified attorney, but
don’t trust legal advice on the Internet over the
advice of an experienced board-certified attorney.
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Chapter Five
Protection of Loved Ones

Delayed Decisions
I’m usually not a big proponent of
procrastination. The longer one takes to
act, the more difficult the decision usually
becomes.
Unless you’ve just lost a spouse or significant
other.

financial advisors?

When that happens, there are many fears and
concerns. Will there be enough income to pay
all the bills? Should I put the house on the
market? What about our health insurance or
supplemental Medicare plan? Do I change

After the death of a loved one, it seems that the world becomes
unhinged. Normal routines are no more. After the flurry of the funeral
with family and friends surrounding you is over, meals are often spent
alone, meaning that there is too much time to dwell on all the fears and
insecurities that arise. On top of that, it’s difficult if not impossible to
think clearly through the mourning and grief.
So, what I’m advising is to not make major decisions during this
emotional and difficult period – unless you absolutely have to.
Don’t put the home on the market.
Don’t change financial, legal, and tax advisors.
Don’t sell all the investments and go to cash.
Don’t buy that new car that you’ve been eyeing.
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This is not to say that you should put everything on hold. There will be
tasks that you have to complete within a time frame. If your spouse’s
will or trust has to be probated or administered, visit with your attorney
and get that going. Waiting too long could result in adverse legal or tax
consequences, for example. Provided that you have confidence in your
attorney, let him or her guide you through the process.
Let your attorney help you make death claims such as life insurance,
annuities, VA, or other government benefits. Make sure that the checks
are deposited in the correct accounts if you or your spouse created a
revocable trust. If a federal estate tax return is going to be due, make
sure that you ask for a Form 712 from the insurance company when they
pay the claim, as your CPA will need that.
Don’t rush to transfer joint accounts into individual name, either.
Sometimes checks will arrive made out to the deceased. If a joint
account isn’t still open, the only way to deposit that check may be to
open a probate, which is time consuming and expensive. If a probate is
not otherwise necessary, (the usual case when the deceased owns a fully
funded revocable trust, for example) then it is important to have a place
to deposit the rogue checks made payable to the deceased that may come
in over the next few months.
Provided that you are over 59½ let your financial advisor help rollover
any 401(k) or IRA accounts. If you are under 59½ and if you were
relying on IRA distributions that your spouse was taking prior to his or
her death, don’t roll over the account right away. If someone under 59½
rolls over the IRA account into his or her own name, then he or she
generally can’t take distributions before that age without incurring an
excise tax penalty.
Certainly, if financial realities require a change in spending habits or force
the sale of certain assets, you can’t wait too long to make certain financial
decisions. Here you may lean on your CPA and financial advisor to create
budgets and to lay out a prudent plan to keep you living in reasonable
comfort.
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Aside from those situations, nearly everything else can wait. The advice
of most mental health professionals is to wait a year before making any
major decisions. That amount of time allows one to process the grief
and loss of a loved one and return to a state where logic and careful
thought are more likely to govern your actions.
While family and friends may have the best of intentions, try to take
their advice with a grain of salt. Even if something works for them, it
may not work for you as everyone’s individual circumstances is different.
Surround yourself with an excellent team of professionals and rely on
them.
It’s always tragic when we lose a loved one. Try not to compound the
tragedy by making difficult decisions on your own and too early.
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Creating Education Trusts
Over the years clients have asked me how to provide for educational gifts
within their estate plan, specifically with trust planning. While a variety
of tax-favored educational accounts exist like state-sponsored prepaid
college tuition plans or Section 529 accounts, today I’m going to limit the
discussion to the creation of a trusts for these purposes.
There are two types of trusts: lifetime gift trusts or testamentary (after
death) trusts. Both can be built inside an estate plan and can serve the
same purpose. Since most of my clients have children or grandchildren
who need the money now rather than waiting until the clients’ demise,
lifetime education trusts are more common.
Assuming you want to benefit multiple beneficiaries, there are two
different types of educational trusts. One would be a “pooled” trust
where the sums contributed can be allocated among the beneficiaries as
the trustee determines, while the other would be “separate share” trusts,
where the amounts contributed are divided proportionately among the
beneficiaries.
The advantages to a pooled trust include the fact that the amounts can
be used disproportionately among the beneficiaries. The ones who have
the greatest need would presumably consume more of the trust. This is
also the most challenging problem to a pooled trust, and why I usually
recommend avoiding this technique.

Consider This
Jane and Joe contribute $240,000 to a pooled
trust. They have three grandchildren: Bob, Charles, and
Denise. Bob is the first grandchild who attends Harvard
at a cost of $70,000 annually. By the time his siblings
Charles and Denise start college, Bob’s educational
expenses have consumed the entire trust.
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Over my career, I have drafted several pooled educational trust funds. In
some of those instances, beneficiaries fought over access to the funds.
The trustee has a fiduciary duty to all beneficiaries. Imagine a trust where
the oldest beneficiary is already in college, but one of the beneficiaries
is a toddler. How much should the trustee allow the first beneficiary to
consume, knowing that the trustee has a fiduciary duty to the younger
beneficiaries to have something left for them?
Consider further that with the rise of college tuition – outpacing inflation
even – how should the trustee allocate funds as each beneficiary attends
school? Add to that the difference in cost between a state school and a
private institution, and you have a real trustee conundrum.
Suppose that Jane and Joe instead impose a limit on the amount that any
one beneficiary can consume to avoid the above problem. In that case,
why not instead have separate trust shares? Here, Jane and Joe instead
fund an educational trust with $240,000 for Bob, Charles, and Denise but
create separate $80,000 shares for each. When the amount is consumed
then that’s all that the beneficiary would have. If the older beneficiaries
don’t consume their entire share, either the remainder is distributed
outright to them at a certain age, or it instead would be added to the
younger beneficiary’s shares.
You might see that there’s much thought that should be put into the
planning behind an educational trust. I haven’t even touched upon
several other issues that should be thought through. These include who
should act as the trustee, how the funds should be invested, whether
a beneficiary’s other resources should be considered before making
distributions, or whether vocational education would be treated similarly
to a more traditional bachelor’s degree.
Ultimately, providing for a young person’s education is one of the best
gifts you can bestow. It’s akin to the proverbial teaching a man to fish
rather than giving him a fish. When you provide a youngster a means to
make a living, then you’ve passed something more valuable than anything
else they can inherit.
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The Perils of Joint Accounts
I hear this question all too often. A client will come in thinking they
have a great solution and propose, “Should I put my bank and brokerage
accounts in joint name with one or all of my children?” In almost all
cases the answer is an emphatic, “No!”
First and foremost, when you title an account in joint name with
someone else you are making a gift of half of its value. So, if Ethel
puts her brokerage account worth $1 million into joint name with her
daughter Francoise, she just made a gift of $500,000 to Francoise (half
of the value of the account). Because the most anyone can gift tax
free is only $15,000, titling an account worth more than $30,000 would
require the filing of a federal gift tax return. In my example, Ethel would
have to file a return that would either reduce her gift and estate tax
exemption, or if she’s already used up her exemption, she may have to
pay gift tax.
Second, if Ethel’s daughter Francoise is experiencing any legal or
financial problems, Ethel may have put her account at risk. If Francoise
is going through a divorce, for example, a forensic accountant may
discover the asset, and it might be at jeopardy depending upon
circumstances. The same holds true if Francoise has creditor or
bankruptcy problems.
Third, titling the account jointly will likely thwart Ethel’s estate plan.
Assume that Ethel has a will that says that upon Ethel’s death all her
assets are to be divided equally between her three children. If the
account is titled jointly with rights of survivorship with Francoise,
Francoise would inherit the account outright despite Ethel’s contrary
intention in her will. Even if the account is held jointly as tenants
in common, Francoise owns half of it and the other half would be
distributed in thirds according to Ethel’s will.
Francoise might be altruistic and wish to share the account equally with
her siblings, but she might have a gift tax problem herself. If she tries to
divide the account that she legally owns, she is making a gift in excess of
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the $15,000 annual gifts that she can give tax-free.
Fourth, accounts owned jointly do not enjoy the full “step-up” in tax cost
basis that would otherwise occur. Assume that Ethel owns 1000 shares
of ABC Company Stock that is worth $100 share, but she paid $10 per
share many years ago. If Ethel sold all her shares, she would recognize a
$90,000 capital gain, but if Ethel dies still owning the shares, her children
inherit them at the date of death value for tax cost basis purposes. So, if
her beneficiaries sold the shares shortly after her death for the $100,000,
there would not be any capital gain and therefore no capital gain tax to
pay.
But if Ethel places the account in joint name with Francoise during
Ethel’s lifetime, on Ethel’s death Francoise only gets a one-half tax cost
step up. In this case, Francoise would recognize a $45,000 capital gain if
she sold the shares for $100,000. ($100,000 sales price less $5,000 basis in
half the shares and $50,000 basis in the other half of the shares).
Hopefully you are convinced that placing assets in joint name with
children isn’t a good idea. So, what should you do if you want your child
to be able to transact business on your accounts – particularly if you
become disabled and unable to manage your own affairs?
This is where revocable living trusts really shine. Ethel can create a
revocable living trust and name herself as her initial trustee but also
name Francoise as her successor trustee in the event of a disability.
Francoise can then transact business on all of Ethel’s accounts that the
trust owns. It is not a gift to Francoise since she is acting as a fiduciary
for her mother. On Ethel’s death, the trust avoids probate and rightfully
distributes the accounts to all of Ethel’s children (if that is her wish).
Another alternative is a durable power of attorney. Ethel can sign a
durable power of attorney that would name Francoise as her attorneyin-fact to transact business on all of Ethel’s accounts. You should know
that the Florida law governing durable powers of attorney changed
significantly back in 2011. If you have a durable power of attorney
created before that date, you should consult with your estate-planning
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attorney to determine if yours needs updating.
The bottom line is that you shouldn’t put accounts and assets in joint
name with your adult children. There are reasonable alternatives that
don’t carry all the disadvantages associated with joint accounts.
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Don’t Name Minor Children as Beneficiaries
A common mistake, particularly with young parents who come into my
office, is the naming of minor children as beneficiaries to financial assets
such as life insurance, retirement accounts, or beneficiary designations on
brokerage accounts. I can best illustrate this by example:
Assume that Joe and Sally Young have two children: Bobby (age 12) and
Brenda (age 8). Joe owns a $500,000 life insurance policy on his life, and
he has named his wife Sally as the primary beneficiary. He then names
Bobby and Brenda as equal contingent beneficiaries. If Joe and Sally were
to die together in some sort of an accident, the idea is to provide funds
to raise both Bobby and Sally.
Here’s the problem: the life insurance company won’t pay directly to
Bobby and Brenda, because they are minors. Until Bobby and Brenda
are at least 18 years of age, the life insurance company will insist that a
guardianship be established through the court system before paying the
death benefits. Then the court appointed guardian would have to manage
the funds and provide accountings annually to the court. As you might
imagine, this is an expensive process.
Why won’t the life insurance company pay to the guardian established in
the estate? This is due to several different laws, but the bottom line is that
the life insurance company doesn’t want to get sued when the children
become adults if the funds weren’t handled properly. The life insurance
company therefore uses the legal process to protect itself.
It isn’t just life insurance companies that have to worry. Retirement
account custodians, brokerage and mutual fund companies, banks, and
other financial institutions all must do the same thing if a minor is named
as a direct beneficiary to an account.
On top of all that, even with the court appointed guardian in the
scenarios I described, the children will have access to their funds upon
turning 18 years of age. Would you expect an 18-year-old to make wise
decisions with a lump sum of cash when their parents weren’t around to
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guide them?
So how does one avoid this mess? Easy. Establish a Revocable Living
Trust. In the trust name a trustee and designate how the children’s funds
are to be used for their benefit. Then instead of naming the children
directly as beneficiaries, name the trust as the contingent beneficiary.
Problems solved.
Of course, consult with your own counsel when establishing any such
trust and designating the trust as a beneficiary to any account. There are
a variety of legal and tax consequences that should always be addressed
in these types of circumstances.
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IRAs and Second Marriages

approximately $172,400.

Karen, and Bob, both age 78,
are in a second marriage, and
each has children from a prior
marriage. A sizeable portion
of their net worth is Karen’s
Traditional IRA account worth
approximately $3.5 million.
Karen takes her Required
Minimum Distributions (RMDs)
each year. The divisor under
the Uniform Life Table that
governs Karen’s IRA this year
is 20.3, resulting in a RMD of

Currently, Bob is the primary beneficiary of Karen’s IRA. Karen’s
children are the contingent beneficiaries.
They arrive at my office with a dilemma. “What I’d like to do,” Karen
says, “is if Bob survives me, I want my IRA to go into a trust for him,
but whatever he doesn’t use would go back to my children.”
Because Bob is currently the primary beneficiary, Bob could, if he
survives Karen, roll over her IRA. He would then take RMDs based
upon the same Uniform Life Table that Karen now takes. When Bob
rolls over the IRA, he could name whomever he wants as his primary
beneficiary, which worries Karen.
It’s not that Karen doesn’t trust Bob, “It’s just that he could become
vulnerable later in life due to dementia, or what if my children somehow
upset him, and he decides to change the beneficiaries,” she noted. Bob
wasn’t offended and nodded in agreement.
“That’s not the only danger,” I pointed out. “If Bob were to remarry
without a nuptial agreement, even if he left Karen’s children as the IRA
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primary beneficiaries, his new wife could take what’s known as a spousal
elective share under the law. She might be entitled to as much as half of
the IRA balance.”
“So that’s why I want to put the IRA in a trust for Bob if I go first,”
Karen said.
“Well, there’s a problem with that strategy too,” I noted, pulling out the
IRS RMD charts. “The only person who can roll over an IRA is a spouse.
Provided the spouse does, in fact, roll over the IRA, then the Uniform
Life Table applies. If the IRA isn’t rolled over, however, then the Single
Life Table applies,” I continued, pulling out that chart.
The Single Life Table is used for non-spouse beneficiaries or for spouses
who don’t roll over the IRA. It is a much more aggressive RMD schedule.
“You’ll see that the Single Life Table the divisor for a 78-year-old is 11.4
rather than the 20.3 that you find on the Uniform Life Table. So, a $3.5
million IRA account would result in an RMD of approximately $307,000.
Moreover, the Single Life Table’s annual divisor is not pursuant to the age
of the beneficiary after the first RMD. Instead, you subtract one from the
previous year’s divisor. In other words, the next year’s divisor would be
10.4, then 9.4 and so on. What this means is that the entire IRA account,
all $3.5 million of it, will have been withdrawn within 10 years.”
Karen’s mouth gaped open. “You mean that if Bob lives ten years
beyond me, the entire IRA is gone if we name a trust as his beneficiary?”
“Yes. But I’m not done with the bad news yet,” I said. “In order for the
trust to qualify Bob as an ‘identifiable beneficiary’ under IRS rules, there
are five requirements, one of which is that the trust act as a ‘conduit.’
What that means is the income that is distributed from the IRA to the
trust goes right through the trust to Bob. In other words, there’s nothing
preserved for Karen’s children. Bob has control over all the distributions,
even if he doesn’t need the entire amount for his living expenses. We
could draft provisions that would toggle the trust to an accumulation
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trust, but when you do that the trust ends up paying the highest marginal
tax rate once $12,750 is accumulated. That’s a bad result too.”
I added that when a trust is the beneficiary to an IRA, the identifiable
beneficiary rules were important to satisfy; otherwise, the entire income
not yet taxed all becomes taxable in the year following the IRA account
owner’s death. This is a terrible result because so much of the IRA is lost
to income taxes right away, and all the tax deferred growth is lost as well.
As an aside, in my thirty years of practicing law, I’ve seen many mistakes
when clients name trusts as the beneficiaries to an IRA, often because
their financial or legal advisor failed to understand the distribution rules
that I explained to Karen and Bob.
For more information about dilemmas like Bob and Karen’s, please visit
my firm’s website at:
estateprograms.com/explore/tax-efficient/#IRA.
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Your Deceased Spouse’s Trust
I believe everyone would agree that surviving your spouse can be a
traumatic experience. My mother passed away three years ago after being
married to my father for 54 years. He’s obviously went through a tough
time, as I’m sure many readers can commiserate.
But when you lose a spouse who had a revocable trust, remember to
visit with your estate planning attorney before moving any of the assets.
We recently had a client who had lost a spouse and directed the financial
advisor to move all the assets from his spouse’s trust to his own.
The problem was, this wasn’t what the trust called for.
Instead, the trust continued in a “Family Trust” that benefitted the
surviving spouse for the rest of his life, then continued for the children.
Many mistake being a lifetime beneficiary with being the outright
beneficiary. Those are two different things.
Why is this important? It depends on the family, tax, and financial
circumstances.
Let’s say that Matt survives his wife Gina. Gina’s trust is to continue
for Matt’s benefit for the rest of his life, paying him income as well as
principal invasions should he need it for his health, maintenance, and
support. By creating a trust for his benefit, the assets are not included in
Matt’s estate for federal estate tax purposes. The trust assets also enjoy
asset protection elements.
Say that Matt remarries. If Matt had transferred all of Gina’s trust assets
to his own trust, then those assets could be subject to a marital property
settlement in a divorce, or they could be subject to a spousal elective
share claim in the event Matt predeceases his new wife. Either of those
possibilities is mitigated or even eliminated if Matt had followed the
provisions of Gina’s trust, retaining those assets in a continuing trust for
his benefit. This remains true even if Matt is trustee of the testamentary
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trust for his benefit.
By improperly transferring all the assets from Gina’s trust to his own
trust, Matt also subjects the trust assets to his creditors. If Matt incurs
liability from an automobile accident that exceeds his insurance limits,
he may be subjecting the assets that he took from Gina’s trust to his
creditors. The same holds true if Matt has any personal liability arising
from bad business deals, bankruptcies, or foreclosures. If instead he
followed Gina’s trust provisions, those assets would be better protected
from those types of claims.
Another problem could rest with estate and/or generation skipping
transfer taxes. Depending upon the relative value of Matt and Gina’s
estates, by transferring the assets from Gina’s trust to his own trust,
Matt may defeat the federal transfer tax planning. This could result in
the imposition of taxes upon his death that otherwise would not have
occurred.
Assume another scenario where Gina’s trust and Matt’s trust had
different beneficiaries. Suppose, for example, that Matt and Gina were
involved in a second marriage and had a blended family. Matt’s trust
benefits his children after the death of the survivor of he and Gina while
her trust benefits her children. By transferring the assets from Gina’s
trust to his own, he effectively and improperly disinherited her children
from their estate plan. Matt or his estate could be expected to be on the
wrong end of a lawsuit once discovered by Gina’s children.
When I see a Matt and Gina example come across my desk in real life,
most of the time the parties had no idea that they violated the terms
of the trust. In many cases neither did their financial advisor when he
assisted with the transfer. The parties were unaware of the ramifications
of their actions.
The long and short of it is that all these problems could have been
avoided had Matt visited with his estate planning attorney to conduct
a proper trust administration following his wife’s death. A qualified
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attorney would understand the proper procedures and processes to
follow.
When you find yourself “suddenly single,” before making the transfer of
any asset, it’s a good idea to sit down with your attorney to discuss these
important issues.

Key Takeaways
> After the death of a loved one, it’s a good idea to
delay any difficult decision that don’t have to be
made right way;
> Educational trusts allow you to use your wealth to
educate the next generation;
> Joint accounts with your children could undo all of
the estate planning you’ve done;
> Generally speaking, your revocable trust does not
protect you from your creditors;
> Naming your children as outright beneficiaries
won’t protect them in the case of your death, but
a revocable living trust can by creating protective
continuing trusts for them; and
> The ability to protect the inheritance you leave your
loved ones from creditors and divorcing spouses
dies with you.
> When you find yourself “suddenly single,” sit down
with your attorney before making the transfer of
any asset.
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Chapter Six
Tax Planning

Yesterday’s Planning Upside Down
Now that the federal gift and estate tax exemption is over $11 million
per person, I’ve had some clients inquire whether they still need their
revocable trusts or if any adjustments should be made to their trusts.
The short answers are “yes” and “yes.”
Revocable trusts do more than plan for estate taxes. They keep our affairs
private both in the event of our incapacity as well as our death. In today’s
world of identity theft, that’s more important than ever. Revocable trusts
also avoid tedious, time consuming, and expensive court processes, such
as a guardianship in the case of your incapacity or a probate in the event
of your death.
But let’s talk taxes.
For those clients whose estates are larger than the current $11.4 million
federal exemption, estate tax planning may still play a role. These clients
may have a foundational plan consisting of a revocable trust and related
pour over will, durable power of attorney, health care surrogate and
living will, among others. Moreover, when one has estate tax issues,
advanced planning strategies are often considered.
But what about those of us below the federal exemption? There’s still
tax planning involved, but it is income tax planning. There are a variety
of issues at play, including maximizing the step-up in tax cost basis
that occurs upon someone’s death, the income tax consequences to the
beneficiaries of IRAs, 401(k)s, and annuities, as well as the collapsed
income tax rate structure for testamentary trusts that continue for our
spouse, children, grandchildren or other loved ones.
When the federal estate tax exemption was lower, it was common for
married couples to segregate assets into a “husband’s trust” and a “wife’s
trust.” Upon the first spouse’s passing, those assets were held in a “Credit
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Shelter,” “Family,” or “Bypass” trust – all of which have the common
characteristic of being excluded from the surviving spouse’s estate for
federal estate tax purposes.
But for those with estates below the threshold, this planning may no
longer be appropriate. Generally speaking, the beneficiaries would like to
have a “step up” in tax cost basis not only at the first spouse’s death but
also at the second.
Allow me to provide an example. Suppose that Tom and Barbara each
have separate revocable trusts, but their combined net worth is lower
than the 2019 federal estate tax exemption of $11.4 million, and that net
worth is unlikely to rise to that level. When Tom dies, the assets in his
trust achieve a “step up.” In other words, the assets are re-valued at the
fair market value as of Tom’s date of death. Any unrealized capital gains
that existed the day before Tom’s death, vanished upon his death. If his
trust were to sell all the assets the day following the death at the then
fair market value, the capital gain or loss consequence would only be the
difference between the selling price and the date of death value.
If Tom’s trust creates a “Credit Shelter, Bypass, or Family” trust for
Barbara’s benefit for the rest of her life, he’s used his exemption, and the
assets will not be taxed in Barbara’s estate when she dies.
But we don’t care if those assets are included in Barbara’s estate because
she won’t have an estate tax. In fact, we generally WANT the assets
included in her estate so that the ultimate beneficiaries upon Barbara’s
death get ANOTHER step up in tax cost basis when Barbara dies,
eliminating the unrealized capital gains that have accumulated between
Tom’s death and Barbara’s death.
This requires a major transformation to Tom and Barbara’s estate plan. I
would venture to say that almost all of the recent estate plans that have
come into my office in the last year are set up under the “old” planning
technique, and that the beneficiaries to many families could minimize
taxes if the Toms and Barbaras of the world would revisit their estate
plans with someone who understands these issues.
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If you haven’t revisited your estate plan in the last couple of years,
it’s probably time to do so to explore other significant income tax
opportunities available under the new law .
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Distribution Guidelines
Many revocable trusts continue past the lifetime of the grantor to benefit
the surviving spouse and children. A trust that continues for a spouse
may be known as a “marital,” “credit-shelter,” or “family trust” and may
be held solely for the spouse for her lifetime and then distributed to the
children at her death. Sometimes a trust benefits both the spouse and the
children at the same time. These are known as “sprinkle” trusts since the
trustee can sprinkle the trust income and principal amongst a group or
class of beneficiaries at the same time.
After your death, you obviously can no longer act as the trustee of your
own trust. At this time, your successor trustee steps in. It’s at this point
that the type of trust and how the trustee must invest and distribute the
assets becomes a more difficult issue than it was during the grantor’s life.
Assume, for example, that upon your death your surviving spouse is to
serve as the successor trustee of your trust and that your trust continues
for her benefit. Assume this “credit shelter trust” pays her all of the
income (interest and dividends) during her lifetime and that principal
can be invaded if the income is insufficient for her “health, education,
maintenance and support.”
What does that mean?
The words, “health, education, maintenance and support” may look
familiar to you. If you are married, they likely appear in your own estate
planning documents, leading you to wonder why they are prevalent. The
reason is because these words appear in the tax code (specifically, Internal
Revenue Code §2041) and are known as an “ascertainable standard.” This
has estate tax implications excluding trust assets from a trust beneficiary’s
estate for federal estate tax purposes, even if she is acting as a trustee.
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Consider This
Jim dies, and his revocable living trust is held
for his wife Jane’s benefit for the rest of her life. Jane is
to receive the income from the trust and principal may
be invaded for her “health, education, maintenance
and support.” Even though Jane is the trustee and can
presumably remove significant sums from Jim’s trust
over the course of her lifetime, his trust is not included
in her estate for federal estate tax purposes because
her withdrawal right is limited by the ascertainable
standard.

The above scenario begs a question, however. Is a trust that mandates
the distribution of income and a principal invasion power for “health,
education, maintenance and support” enough direction so that all the
beneficiaries understand what rights and responsibilities they have?
Assume in my example above that Jane wants a new car. She decides on a
Mercedes that costs $50,000. May she withdraw money from the trust to
buy the car? Does that purchase constitute maintenance or support?
Would your answer change if the trust had $5 million in it? What about
if the trust only had $300,000? What if Jane had more money in her
own personal account than what the trust had in its account? Does your
answer change if the beneficiaries who inherit the trust following Jane’s
death are stepchildren as opposed to biological children?
These questions pose interesting dilemmas. Furthermore, distribution
decisions aren’t the only subjective choices confronting the trustee.
Consider the trust investments, for example.
Jane is the trustee of her deceased husband Jim’s trust that is to be held for her benefit,
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distributing annual income to her. As trustee, Jane decides to maximize the income
of the trust, so she invests in bonds and high dividend paying stocks. Jim’s two sons,
Jason and John, who inherit the trust after Jane’s death, complain that Jane’s decision
to maximize income damages the potential growth of the assets, and therefore the real
value of the trust will decrease relative to inflation.
Absent direction in the trust instrument to the contrary, Jane as trustee
has a fiduciary duty to balance her income needs against the needs of the
remaindermen who inherit the trust following her death. Again, if you
are a judge hearing a complaint filed by Jason and John, do you remove
Jane as trustee if she chooses to maximize income? Does your answer
change if Jane has enough assets of her own on which to comfortably
live for the rest of her life? Does your answer change if Jason and John
are multi-millionaires, and Jane really does need to maximize income?
In order to avoid these sticky issues, trusts can be drafted to provide
more objective standards than the loose “health, education, maintenance
and support.” The trust could direct the trustee, for example, to consider
the income and other resources available to the surviving spouse when
making investment and distribution decisions. Instead, the trust could
state that Jane is the primary beneficiary, and her needs should be
considered above the needs of the remaindermen, notwithstanding other
assets or income available to her.
Most beneficiaries don’t file complaints against the trustee for these
matters. It is costly, divisive, and risky to do so. Nevertheless, when
considering how and whether you want your trustee to favor one
class of beneficiaries over another, it is always a good idea to convey
those thoughts to your estate-planning attorney and to have him draft
appropriate language satisfying your intent. Otherwise, the default
provisions under the law apply which may or may not be consistent with
what you want.
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When Does the Statute of Limitations Toll on Gift
Tax Returns?
Many people are unfamiliar with the requirements to report gifts on a
United States Federal Gift Tax Return Form 709. I’d like to shed some
light on the topic, particularly with hard-to-value assets.
Federal gift taxes are part of the transfer tax system, which includes
estate taxes. In 2019 each of us has both a lifetime gift tax and
testamentary estate tax exemption of $11.4 million. You can consume
your exemption during your lifetime, or for whatever part of your
exemption remains at the time of your death, it is applied against your
estate.
Keep in mind that the transfer tax system is based on the value of assets
that are gifted or otherwise conveyed from one person to another. If
Dad takes stocks, bonds and mutual funds worth $100,000 and transfers
them to Son, then he has made a taxable transfer.
To confuse matters further, certain lifetime transfers are exempt. There
are “annual exclusion” gifts wherein each calendar year we may make a
transfer of up to $15,000 of combined value to anyone we choose, and
that gift is not treated as “taxable.” Taxable gifts must be reported on the
Form 709 and reduce our lifetime gift tax exemption.
Suppose that Dad transferred $115,000 of assets to Son during 2019.
The first $15,000 of those assets may be classified as the annual exclusion
gift, and therefore not count against Dad’s transfer tax exemptions. His
accountant would file a Form 709 and report the entire gift, but only
$100,000 would reduce his exemption from the present $11.4 million
down to $11.3 million.
Valuing stocks, bonds and mutual funds is fairly easy. Real estate is a bit
trickier, in that you will need an appraisal (from a certified appraiser and
not just from a realtor) to verify the value at the time of transfer. Some
real estate, such as income producing commercial real estate, would
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require not only a real estate appraisal but a business appraisal (because
of the income) to arrive at a fair market value of a transferred interest.
If proper appraisals are not obtained and attached to a Form 709, then
“adequate disclosure” may not have been made, and hence the three-year
statute of limitations the IRS must challenge a gift tax return may remain
open. Generally speaking, on most gift tax returns, the IRS only has three
years from the date of filing in which to question items disclosed on the
return.
You wouldn’t want the return to remain open for many years, ultimately
being questioned upon your death on audit. Because your federal transfer
tax exemptions include both lifetime and testamentary (after death)
transfers, when your Federal Estate Tax Return Form 706 is filed nine
months after your death, it must attach any gift tax return Form 709s that
are filed during your lifetime. If the gift tax returns aren’t proper in some
way, then the IRS could use that as an opportunity to assess more estate
tax on your death.
This is where the “adequate disclosure” rules come into play. Assume, for
example, that Joe owns shares of a new biotechnology firm. It is a startup so the value is hard to determine. It might be wildly successful and
worth millions, or it could flop and become worthless.
During this period of uncertainty, Joe transfers half of his shares to
his son, Sam. Joe paid $250,000 for his shares that represent a 10%
ownership interest in the company. The company’s future looks bright,
but it hasn’t made any money yet. Another investor just paid $500,000
for his 10% interest, so it would appear that the value of Joe’s shares has
doubled.
When Joe reports the transfer on his Form 709, what value should he
use? The fair market value may be based upon the recent sale of the
other shares, but there is no verified appraisal that Joe can hang his hat
on. The problem here is that without a verified business appraisal by a
competent appraiser, the IRS could argue a failure to comply with the
adequate disclosure rules.
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If in later years the company is worth billions, the IRS may assess tax
based on this hindsight, which isn’t fair. But that’s the risk that you take
when you don’t comply with the adequate disclosure rules. Just because
the IRS assessed the tax doesn’t mean that you’ll have to pay it, but you’re
certainly in for a fight in the court system.
The bottom line is that when dealing with matters like these, it makes
sense to have a team of qualified professionals guiding you. To fly solo
and file returns based on incomplete information may invite trouble for
you or your family down the road.
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Different Baskets
When choosing how to approach your estate plan, it’s important to
realize that the different types of assets that you own have different legal
and tax treatments. The way that I most often explain it is to consider
them grouped into separate baskets and then decide how you want your
estate plan to distribute each type of basket.
The first basket consists of your Florida homestead. Florida law limits
what you can do with your homestead in your estate plan. My book
The Florida Residency & Estate Planning Guide details the complex issues
surrounding the devise of your Florida homestead through your will or
trust.
If you are married, for example, and do not have a nuptial agreement
with your spouse, then you must bequeath your homestead in fee
simple to your spouse. You cannot bequeath a life estate interest or put
your homestead in a trust that benefits your spouse for life and then
distributes it to others. If you do, then you have an invalid devise. I’ve
written on this topic before. If your plan involves bequeathing your
homestead other than outright to your spouse, then this basket needs
attention – and likely will need at least a limited nuptial agreement dealing
with this issue.
The second basket consists of your IRA, 401(k), pension, and profitsharing plans (“Qualified Retirement Accounts”). Here, whomever you
leave these accounts to will have income tax liability associated with
any withdrawals, just as you presently recognize taxable income (unless
you have Roth accounts) when you take distributions. While a spouse
is the only beneficiary who can “rollover” the account into his or her
own account, non-spouse beneficiaries will have Required Minimum
Distributions (RMDs) upon receiving an inherited IRA, regardless of
their age. If a minor is named as a beneficiary, a court process will also
be required without proper planning. Moreover, if you name a trust as
the beneficiary of this kind of account, income taxes may be accelerated
without proper planning.
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The third basket consists of stocks, bonds, mutual funds, cash, and
bank accounts that are not Qualified Retirement Accounts. These assets
receive a step-up in tax cost basis at the death of the account owner,
meaning that unrealized capital gains are usually eliminated. These types
of accounts have the fewest restrictions on how you can bequeath them
in your estate plan.
The fourth basket consists of closely held business interests. These assets
aren’t easily disposed of, as they are not traded on any stock exchange.
Moreover, you may have other family members or third parties involved
in the business or entity. There may be a shareholder, partnership, or
membership agreement that either restricts the disposition or requires
that the interest first be offered to the other shareholders at death. In the
case of “S” Corporation stock, there are important elections that must be
made within a certain time period after the death of the owner, and the
type of beneficiary is restricted under federal tax law.
The fifth basket consists of annuities and life insurance policies,
which have beneficiary designations. Annuities are similar to Qualified
Retirement Accounts because the beneficiary will usually recognize
taxable income when receiving distributions. Wills and trusts generally
do not govern the disposition of these assets unless they are named in
the beneficiary designation. Trusts named as beneficiaries of annuities
may incur higher income taxes than direct beneficiaries due to their
compressed federal income tax rate structure.
The sixth basket consists of real estate that is not your Florida
homestead. There may be inheritance taxes associated with this asset
if it is owned in a state that imposes such taxes. In my book I detail
all 50 states’ income, estate, and gift tax consequences of owning
property in each state. Commercial real estate may be held in the form
of a corporation, partnership, or LLC discussed above. The ongoing
management of this asset should be considered in your estate plan.
Yet another basket might be a trust in which you are a beneficiary and
possess a “power of appointment” that would allow you to alter its
disposition from the default provision in the governing document, which
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might be a parent’s will or trust. Your attorney should determine whether
you have a power of appointment, whether it is limited in any way, and
whether the value of the trust will be considered taxable in your estate
for federal estate tax purposes.
There may be other baskets in any individual plan. So, as you can
see, when planning your estate, all of the different baskets should be
considered, along with their unique legal and tax consequences. Failure
to consider the intricacies of each type of asset might result in missing
planning opportunities or in unintended adverse results.

Key Takeaways
> Revocable trusts may help plan for taxes even if you
fall below the federal tax exemption;
> Even if estate taxes are not a concern for your
estate income, taxes affect almost every estate;
> To ensure proper investment and distribution
decisions, trusts can be drafted to provide stricter,
more objective standards;
> Taxable gifts must be reported and reduce Your
lifetime gift tax exemption; and
> Different types of assets have different legal
and tax treatments. Florida homestead, IRAs,
401(k)s, stocks, bonds, bank accounts, closelyheld business interests, annuities, and real estate
are just some common types of assets that may have
different tax treatments.
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Chapter Seven
Advanced Years Issues

I Don’t Know a Single Person on This Earth
Anymore…Not One
The below essay was written by a childhood friend of mine, Louis
M. Profeta, M.D., who is now an emergency room physician in my
hometown of Indianapolis, Indiana. It’s worth a read:
I couldn’t get him out of my mind. He woke me up at 2 a.m., and I paced
the room, blew my nose, and stared into my bathroom mirror studying
my own aging features. He wasn’t my patient.
He belonged to my emergency physician colleague, Dr. Brian Thomas
Fletcher M.D., who posted the case for some of us to read. It simply
stated, “Saddest case ever.”
95-year-old male comes in for suicidal ideation. When asked why, he said, “My last
friend died last week. I don’t know one single person on this earth anymore. Not one.”
My heart stopped when I read it, pausing a few beats perhaps, but I’m
fairly certain it stopped. Now, the words woke me up.
I tilted my head under the faucet and took a long drink and laid back
down. I didn’t take care of him, but I could see him. Thin, balding in a
shirt and slacks that once covered a robust six-foot frame now five-nine,
a face etched by more than 34,000 sunrises that perhaps saw the decks of
a destroyer or the inside of a bomber somewhere over the Pacific or Italy.
His silver, wire-rimmed frames magnify eyes with wrinkles that held tears
for perhaps the first time in years, the last being when he buried his wife.
He looks off to the side, staring past the wall and reaches in his pocket
and wipes his face with a handkerchief, and I hear him say to the wall
since it will listen:
“I don’t know a single person on this earth anymore, not one.”
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And the wall stays silent, but I can see Dr. Fletcher as he lowers his
clipboard, swallows hard and briefly holds his breath trying to figure out
the words. What is there really to say? Like all of us, he thinks to himself,
“We failed you.”
Some years back, I wrote a piece that went viral, “Your Kid and My
Kid Are Not Playing in the Pros ,” and I got more than a thousand
e-mails about the article. Most were supportive, some not, but what I
was completely unprepared for was the correspondence I received from
grandparents. For the most part, they were all absolutely heartbreaking.
The central theme was that they did not know their grandchildren
because travel sports had robbed them of weekends and Sunday night
dinners and countless other opportunities to interact. Going to their
baseball games in the middle of the summer — or sitting in a loud
gym — was just not a bonding experience for them; it was physically
exhausting. Besides, you can’t talk about rationing sugar during the
war, or marching on the mall, or sitting through the Watergate hearings
between time-outs. It doesn’t work like that; that’s not enough.
“I want to teach him how to make pickles, just like my grandmother
taught me…how to needlepoint, how to build a chair, or change the oil. I
want to tell her about the time I was a little girl and made my own clothes
or how to play gin rummy. I want to go fishing or show him the books
I read when I was 10 because I still have them. I want to tell them about
stamps, and record players, and how Elvis took the world by storm. I
want to talk about Jim Crow and Tuskegee and jazz and how to make
greens and about the time we all sat transfixed trying to figure out who
shot J.R.”
But as worlds do, the world changes, but it seems of late that while we
spend our days lamenting the fracturing of the polar icecaps, we pass
over the fracturing of the generations, and we are leaving many staring at
the wall and thinking to themselves:
“I don’t know a single person on this earth, not one.”
I know sadness. I know depression. Who hasn’t? I know fear; real
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fear and the feeling that there is no possible way things can get better
(although they usually do eventually). But what I realize is one thing I do
not know is loneliness: true deep, dark, all-encompassing loneliness has
blessedly never been with me. Brian’s words burned into my eyes, and I
thought of the thousands of elderly we see in our ER every year and the
millions that must be shuttered behind countless doors that we drive by
every day, how many of them are sitting in faux leather recliners, peeking
through the shutters perhaps and watching a neighbor they do not know,
play with their child and wishing to themselves:
“I’d like to tell her about Elvis or teach him to make pickles.”
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Empty Nester’s View of the College
Admissions Process
Regular readers know that my wife and I raised three daughters, all of
whom we are extremely proud. All three graduated Summa Cum Laude
from Fort Myers High’s International Baccalaureate program. Our eldest
daughter graduated with a Master’s Degree from Brandeis University last
year. Our middle daughter is in the physical therapy doctorate program
at the University of Florida. Our third accepted an Honors Fellowship at
Elon University and is a college sophomore.
Patti and I are empty nesters. Hard to believe.
We’ve been through the college admissions process on three separate
occasions, so I feel that I’ve earned some wisdom to share. Many of my
clients believe as I do that helping your child (or grandchild) achieve a
higher education is one of the best ways to launch them into the adult
world, so it’s common for my clients to establish Section 529 Educational
Savings Plans (named for the Internal Revenue Code Section creating
them) for their children and grandchildren and invest in state Prepaid
Programs like the Florida Prepaid College Plan.

Are they worth it?
As my children were born, we invested in two Florida prepaid programs
understanding that at least one of them would choose to attend a private
institution rather than a Florida public state college or university that
those plans are best suited for. As it turns out, two chose to enroll in
universities outside of the Florida public state system.

Was the prepaid program a bad investment?
No, not really. As it turns out, while Florida Prepaid Plans are designed
to be used at a Florida College or State University, the plans can also
be applied to other schools nationwide. Plans can be used at in-state,
out-of-state, public, or private schools around the country – or even
the world. The Florida Prepaid Plan pays to the other schools the same
amount for tuition that it would have paid to a Florida public school.
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Because the cost of attending a public university has outpaced inflation,
it didn’t turn out to be a bad investment. The annual cost of attendance
for an in-state resident at the University of Florida today is estimated to
approximate $22,000, with $6,300 of that amount constituting in-state
tuition. The rest is room, board, books and other expenses. The cost of
attending a private institution like Brandeis University however, hovers
around $65,000 annually. So, if your student attends a private college
then the Florida prepaid plan would pay that private college $6,300
annually for the tuition assuming you purchased a four-year plan.

How about 529 plans?
While the prepaid plans pay for tuition (and dormitory if you purchase a
dorm contract rider), the 529 Plans can be used for nearly any educationalrelated expense. A 529 Plan usually consists of investments in mutual
funds or cash equivalents and therefore rises and falls with the market.
Like all investment plans, some perform better than others.
So long as the 529 plan withdrawals are made for college related expenses,
any realized capital gain or other income recognized inside of the plan is
not taxed to the account holder or recipient.
I’ve found marginal success with 529 plans. Because of the stock market
crash ten years ago, many of my plan assets decreased in value. Low yields
didn’t help with those parts of the plans invested in bonds and other
income producing funds. But the same probably would have held true
with investments outside of a 529 plan for the same time period. The taxfree character did help overall.

What about the admissions process?
My observation is that the competition to get into the best colleges and
universities is fiercer than ever. It appears that our children compete for
admission spots not only against other students from across the United
States but also from those around the globe. It’s common on many
campuses to find that international students make up an ever-growing
proportion of the student body.
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While grades and SAT/ACT test scores remain vitally important, there
are other actions you can take to help your student gain admission,
especially among private universities. The most significant point I can
convey is to take an official campus tour. Most private colleges and
universities offer tour dates where you register to attend a presentation,
tour the campus, and learn about financial aid and scholarships.
During an Emory University tour, an admissions officer honestly
revealed that those who don’t take the time to visit the campus often
don’t make the first cut when the admissions office selects who will be
admitted and who won’t. The admissions officers have a difficult job in
that their goal is to admit those students who are likely to enroll. Since
the best students commonly have multiple offers, the school never
knows who has that institution at the top of a particular student’s list.
When you and your student tour the campus, it demonstrates a certain
eagerness to attend that university.
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Resume Virtues v Eulogy Virtues
A few years ago, New York Times columnist David Brooks wrote
about two different sets of virtues: the résumé virtues and the eulogy
virtues. The résumé virtues are the skills you bring to the marketplace.
The eulogy virtues are the ones that are talked about at your funeral —
whether you were kind, brave, honest, or faithful. Were you capable of
deep love?
As an estate planning attorney, the meaning of eulogy virtues appeals to
me. Prior to reading Brooks’ column on the subject, it never occurred
to me how our society has tipped the scales so far over to what he calls
résumé virtues.
What does Brooks refer to when he writes about eulogy virtues? We’ve
all run across a person who radiates an inner light. These people can be
in any walk of life. They seem deeply good. They listen well. They make
you feel funny and valued. You often catch them looking after other
people, and as they do so their laugh is musical, and their manner is
infused with gratitude. They are not thinking about what wonderful work
they are doing. They are not thinking about themselves at all.
Whenever I meet such a person, it brightens my whole day. I’ll even brag
that my middle daughter possesses such characteristics, but I confess I
often have a melancholy thought: I’ve achieved a decent level of career
success, but I have not achieved that. I have not achieved that generosity
of spirit or that depth of character, at least to the degree that I hope for.
We all know that the eulogy virtues are more important than the résumé
ones, but our culture and our educational systems spend more time
teaching the skills and strategies you need for career success than the
qualities you need to radiate that sort of inner light. Many of us are
clearer on how to build an external career than on how to build inner
character.
If you live for external achievement, years pass and the deepest parts of
you go unexplored and unstructured. You lack a moral vocabulary. It is
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easy to slip into a self-satisfied moral mediocrity. You grade yourself on
a forgiving curve. You figure as long as you are not obviously hurting
anybody, and people seem to like you, you must be okay But you live with
an unconscious boredom, separated from the deepest meaning of life
and the highest moral joys.
Gradually, a humiliating gap opens between your actual self and your
desired self, between you and those incandescent souls you sometimes
meet. This transcends one individual and speaks to our society. Rabbi
Jonathan Sacks writes that society needs more than the free market and
the liberal democratic state. He says that it needs us to accept moral
responsibility for our own lives and for the common good. The truths
of what Brooks and Sacks write about is that the strains of the résumé
virtues show up in populism, identity politics, and the rise of both the far
right and far left — the politics of anger.
I write this column during the Jewish High Holy Day season, the
time between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. This year it began on
September 29th and lasts until October 9th. Since I am of the Jewish
faith, this is the time that I reflect on what I can do to become a better
person and to lead a better life – not only for myself but for others.
The High Holy Day service prayers tend to summon us to dedicate
ourselves individually and collectively to justice, compassion, the sanctity
of life and the dignity of the individual. God does not ask us to be
perfect. Rather, he asks us to try our best to love Him, our neighbor, and
the stranger. When we fail, as we all do one way or another, He asks us to
acknowledge our failures and try again.
So, this is what I will pledge to do and hope that I build more of my
eulogy virtues. Just before Rosh Hashanah last year, Patti and I were
in New York visiting with our eldest daughter and her boyfriend. It is
comforting to me that our daughter values her relationship as much as we
value ours with her. It makes me feel that we’ve done a few things right.
Since Patti and I are empty nesters, I’m sure we’ll have a greater
opportunity to build our eulogy virtues. In the previous column, you may
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have read that I had difficulty transitioning to that new stage of my life.
It was fortuitous that the High Holy Days followed on the heels of that
change and that I could reflect on my hopes and wishes for the coming
seasons.
Whether or not you’re of my faith, I wish you and yours a healthy and
happy upcoming season, and that collectively our nation renews our
values of inclusion, hope, and justice for all our citizens. Whenever
each and every one of us commits a small act of kindness, it matters.
If enough of us begin to think this way, I believe it will make a real
difference.
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When Death Comes Knocking, Look Busy
Nearly fifteen years ago, on a hot July afternoon, I was having a
frustrating day at work (yes, even estate planning attorneys have bad days
at the office!), so I took off a little early, deciding to ride my bike down to
the Sanibel causeway. At the time, construction of the new spans was in
progress.
Having pedaled from my south Fort Myers home to the toll plaza at
Punta Rassa, I paused, looking at the orange cones wondering whether I
should continue across the causeway to the island before making the trek
back home.
At that moment I heard a loud CRACK, causing me to turn around. I
saw flashes of lightning with dark, ominous clouds heading towards me.
As most of you know, our summer thunderstorms mostly build in the
east then head towards the coast and can be quite dangerous.
Realizing that I had thirteen miles heading directly into the storm to get
home, I amped it up. On the Summerlin bike path, I remember looking
down at my Garmin bike computer mounted on my handlebars–that
registered 23 mph–as I crossed in front of the Siesta Bay RV Resort.
That’s when it happened.
I don’t remember much, only waking up with paramedics hovering over
me.
I’d been hit by a car and was seriously injured. It was a hit and run,
apparently, but someone must have noticed me lying unconscious just off
the bike path and called 911. A medevac helicopter landed on Summerlin
Road to transport me to Lee Memorial’s trauma center downtown.
Luckily, I survived, despite having skull fractures (my helmet saved
my life) and problems with my neck and spine that would require
neurosurgery. To this day, titanium pin and screws hold my neck in place.
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None of us knows when our time will come or how it will come. I was
only forty years old at the time of my near-death experience.
I’m reminded of the quote “when death comes knocking, look busy…”
out of a scene from Woody Allen’s movie, “Love and Death” where
Boris, the lead character played by Allen, encourages us to “not think of
death as an end, but think of it more as a very effective way of cutting
down on your expenses.”
As my friend Brian Kurtz of Titan Marketing writes about his recent
brush with death, “While that might have been nice, I’ll take life plus the
expenses, thank you very much.”
Since my accident, it’s been my priority to ensure that I’m always working
on something big in my life and encouraging others around me to strive
similarly…even after we’ve achieved great things. “Big” is a relative term,
yet we all need something to constantly strive for, or we risk no longer
looking busy, inviting the grim reaper to our doorstep.
Dan Sullivan, the top coach for entrepreneurs worldwide, has many
stories and examples about famous people who set a huge goal in their
lives but, once attained, left too much room to not be busy.
Sullivan points to the curious tale when Thomas Jefferson and John
Adams died within five hours of one another on July 4, 1826, fifty years to
the day after the signing of The Declaration of Independence. Both had a
goal of seeing the new republic survive its first 50 years. Having met the
goal, they both quickly perished.
You can say that both men should have had some other milestone
planned after that. We can cut Jefferson and Adams some slack since
they lived in an era where life expectancies got the luckiest of average
Americans to their 40s. Jefferson was 82 and Adams 90 when they died.
Yet this story illustrates how important it is to have something to live for,
despite your age. Sullivan speaks of the dangers of “retirement” as letting
oneself be “put out to pasture” waiting for the slaughterhouse. “Retire
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from the things you don’t like doing; retire from the things you don’t do
well; and retire from people who drain you and don’t make you bigger
and stronger,” he advises.
Sullivan goes on to say that once you remove the passion to achieve the
next great thing in your life, you leave an opening to “cut down on your
expenses.”
I’ve represented several clients who have cashed out of their careers in a
big way, but once they were on the “other side” with nothing to do, they
wilted and died both figuratively and then literally.
So always plan your next achievement. Keep death at bay.
And don’t worry about those expenses.

Key Takeaways
> Older generations commonly suffer due to a lack
of bonding experiences with those around them.
Spend more time with your older family members;
> When going through the college admissions
process, consider using your state’s prepaid
programs or a Section 529 Education Savings Plan;
> Although our society stresses résumé goals, strive
to cultivate your eulogy goals; and
> Follow your passion and always have a goal in mind.
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Chapter Eight

The Family Estate & Legacy Program
We’ve covered a lot of ground throughout these pages. You’ve learned
why it is important to view your estate plan as an ongoing project as
opposed to a once-a-decade (or less) exercise. We’ve explored how a
good estate plan may not only provide protection, comfort and clarity for
your spouse, children, grandchildren, and other loved ones, but can also
save you money, taxes and afford you important protections during
your lifetime.
You’ve seen how a perfectly fine estate plan will become troublesome
without updating to the laws of your new home state, and why Florida
is one of the best states in the nation to make your new home. We’ve
reviewed how escaping your former home state’s tax authority is as
important as declaring your Florida residency, and in the Appendix to this
book you’ll find a complete synopsis for each of the 50 states’ income,
gift, estate and residency requirements.
So how do you go about
choosing an attorney and a
law firm that will navigate
these difficult legal, tax and
financial waters? To assist
you with this important
choice, I’ve created a
unique, trademarked
process entitled The
Family Estate & Legacy
Program®. This is a sevenstep process that takes
you from where you are
today to where you need
to be for now and into the
future.
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Organizer
The first step is our Client Intake Process
including our Client Organizer. You may
already be familiar with tax organizers
that CPAs send out prior to filing your
annual Form 1040 Federal Income
Tax Return. Our Client Organizer is
similar, except it is geared to gather the
information necessary for you to make
informed decisions relative to your estate plan.
For us, as your legal team, the organizer serves to provide us relevant
information to maximize your results.
Completing a personal balance sheet is an important element of our
organizer. Some new clients push back at this requirement, wondering
why we need this information to plan your estate. Realize that a good
estate plan is fashioned to the family situation and the type and value
of assets they own. An estate plan for someone whose IRA is a larger
portion of their net worth, for example, will look very different than
an estate plan for a client who may have commercial real estate, which
will look different than one in which a family business makes up a large
portion of the net worth. The type of assets and their relative values
determines the legal strategies that may or may not work for you and
your family.
The attorneys and legal teams working under The Family Estate &
Legacy Program® understand that spending valuable meeting time
gathering information isn’t the best use of time. When the Client
Organizer is instead completed ahead of the initial meeting, the attorney
and his client are likely to have a more productive initial consultation.
We ask that your completed Client Organizer be returned to our office
along with a copy of your current wills and/or trusts at least three
business days prior to the initial consultation.
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Goals & Responsibility Conversation
We start our initial consultation with a
conversation eliciting your goals and
concerns. Why are you updating your
documents? Did you recently move to
Florida? Has your family or financial
condition changed? Did you read about
tax laws that may affect your family? Are
you concerned that one of your children’s
spouses may have their eyes on your child’s
future inheritance?
What is it that prompted sitting down with us? We want to hear the
answer to that question.
That’s because we realize how important it is to listen to your goals and
concerns before launching into a discussion as to the advantages of
revocable trusts or what provisions you might consider for your will.
It’s refreshing to be heard, and to voice the concerns you may have
about your estate plan. Once those goals and concerns are thoroughly
discussed, your legal team is ready to identify legal and tax opportunities
available to you and your family.
A knowledgeable professional will break down the many moving parts
that go into a first class estate plan, and explain your choices in simple,
easy to understand language. One of the most significant issues that
many attorneys don’t spend enough time on is specifically who will act
in what capacity inside of your estate plan.
In your revocable living trust, for example, you are normally your own
trustee until you are no longer capable of serving. So then who should
act? Your spouse, perhaps? Is he or she equipped to manage your
investments, run the family business or conduct your affairs as you have
throughout your lifetime? If not, how should the legal document be
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drafted to provide him or her all the help needed? Many are wary of
banks and trust companies, for example. Be reassured there are ways
to accomplish these goals without your beneficiaries having to plead to
some corporate institution for a distribution.
How are you going to protect yourself during a period of incapacity?
Think about those crucial issues to your welfare, who your successor
trustee will be, who will hold your durable power of attorney, and who
will be making health care decisions for you. Moreover, what powers
do you wish to confer on those you name, and what restrictions will be
important?
When you leave amounts to your children, other considerations come
to the forefront, depending upon their age, financial savvy, marital
status and a host of other factors. Too frequently do attorneys gloss
over these issues. In The Family Estate & Legacy Program® we take the
time to explore all the possibilities, many of which you may not have
previously considered.
In fact, another book on this very subject – Selecting Your Successor
Trustee is a part of The Family Legacy Series® used to explore this
important topic in depth.

Design Plan
Based upon your Client Organizer and the
results from our Goals and Responsibility
Conversation, we design your estate plan
together. We will work together to design a
will or trust package that meets your needs,
given your family and financial situation,
and your goals and concerns. There is no such
thing as a “one-size-fits-all” estate plan. The Design
element will consider the types of assets you own, how you own them,
and the relative tax consequences of your holdings in creating your
individualized plan.
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Typically, your plan will include a revocable living trust, pour over will,
durable powers of attorney, health care surrogate, living will, pre-need
guardian and a host of other ancillary documents necessary to effectuate
a solid foundation.
For those clients who wish to protect large IRA balances for their loved
ones, a Retirement Plan Legacy Trust may also figure into the mix.
While many clients may all have these documents, the contents of each
document will be specific to you and your loved one’s needs. Married
clients may have a variety of marital/credit shelter trusts depending
upon their goals and the relative values of their estate. Clients who leave
amounts to their children and grandchildren may have continuing trusts
to protect the inheritance they leave their loved ones.
All of those marital, credit-shelter, and continuing trusts will have
different provisions depending upon the client’s goals and concerns.
Some distribution provisions may be drafted more liberally, allowing
distributions for most any purpose while others may be drafted to be
conservative towards protecting a spendthrift beneficiary, or other issues.
Upon zeroing in on a plan, a fixed fee quote is provided. There is no
need to worry about how many hours you are spending with the attorney
and legal team. The goal of The Family Estate & Legacy Program® is to
provide you comfort and clarity. If you feel that every phone call, every
e-mail, and every other contact with the firm will result in a higher fee,
you may be unwilling to ask all of your questions.
It’s important to us you feel you have adequate time to consider your
options during this estate planning process.
Once you sign the Service Agreement, we are on to the next stage.
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Document Builder
We build all of your documents and send
you a written summary and flowchart. The
summary and flow chart gives you an easyto-read, quick reference of your plan. If you
want the actual trust drafts, we will forward
those to you, but prefer that we meet with
you to review them.
Our experience is that when we forward the trust
drafts themselves (as opposed to the summary and flow chart), our
clients feel they must first read and understand the entire documents
before they visit with the attorney again. While we strive to write
documents that can be easily understood, there are legal and tax concepts
that require us to use language found in the statute books or in the tax
law that aren’t intuitive for those not well versed in these laws.
That’s why we want to take the time to review the actual documents with
you. And if it takes more than one review session, we’ll do that.
Once you see the design in black and white, you can change certain
details. That is why the review sessions are so valuable.
Once your documents receive your approval, we’ll proceed towards
signing. Once signed, your documents will be scanned and coded
into our system, and organized into a binder complete with tabs, the
summaries and flowcharts.
But we’re not done yet.

Advisor Coordinator
We realize that you may have a trusted
attorney from your former hometown, a
CPA, and maybe a financial advisor that you
would like included in this process. We’re
happy to include anyone you want. If they are
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local, they can attend our conferences. If not, or if it is otherwise more
convenient, we can conference call them into our conferences.
Remember our most ultimate goal is to provide you comfort and clarity.
One giant obstacle to this goal is when a client is receiving conflicting
advice. This problem is eliminated when those individuals that you
trust are involved in your estate planning process, taking part at every
opportunity. We value their input.
For those clients in transition that are looking for a trusted CPA or
financial professional, we can recommend trusted and reliable firms to
you. Since we’ve been practicing in our communities for decades, we
know those who may serve you well.

Asset Alignment Process

Aligning (or “funding”) your assets into
your revocable trust is time consuming,
tedious, and fraught with technicalities.
It’s natural for clients to procrastinate
funding their trusts, but assets that
aren’t properly funded won’t avoid the
public probate process. So we build into
The Family Estate & Legacy Program® a
Asset Alignment Process that helps takes
care of these details.
Unlike many firms who hand you a sheet of instructions how to transfer
(or “fund”) your assets into your revocable trust, we either do it for you
or do it with you. Our team includes dedicated Asset Alignment assistants
who are well versed in the intricacies of each different financial firm’s
requirements. They work with you to ensure that everything is in the right
“basket” so your estate plan runs smooth.
This is another way that our unique process provides you confidence,
comfort and clarity.
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Client Care Program
One feature of The Family Estate &
Legacy Program® of which we’re
proudest is our Client Care Program. This
unique feature is built to provide you
a cost effective way to ensure that your
documents do not fall out of date with the
ever changing legal, tax and financial world.
Many clients stick their estate plans in a drawer for years, if not decades.
This often leads to disaster when the client becomes sick or dies. We
know that you don’t want to visit with your estate-planning attorney
every year, so we created a way for us to come to you.
The Client Care Program works to ensure that your plan keeps up with
the changes to your family and financial situation. When you open a new
account or acquire a new asset, our team will work with you to ensure
that it’s titled correctly and fits into your plan.
Near the end of each calendar year, you’ll receive a written review of
your estate plan. We’ll advise as to changes in the trust and tax laws,
and if such a law affects your plan, Client Care includes the update.
Your estate plan is all about you so the year-end review will provide you
the opportunity to tell us about any changes to your family or financial
condition that may also affect your planning.
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Epilogue

Getting Started
Hopefully these pages
have encouraged you
to get the most out
of your estate plan.
If you are interested
in beginning your
Family Estate & Legacy
Program® journey,
please contact our
office to receive your
Initial Client Package.
We will send you an
e-mail to get things
started and ask that you
complete three easy
steps:

Attend Our Workshop or Watch the Video

Our firm gives workshops several times a year outlining important and
relevant estate planning issues we want you to consider and be prepared
to discuss at our initial conference.
The initial client digital package contains a link to the video if you can’t
attend the workshop or if one isn’t being provided soon. The video can
be viewed on your laptop, tablet or smart phone.

Complete Your Client Organizer
It is important that we receive a completed Client Organizer at least
three business days prior to our initial conference. The information you
provide us is confidential and is very important in order for us to provide
you proper legal advice. We can forward you a hard copy of the Client
Organizer, or a digital one is available with the Initial Client package
e-mail you can download and print out to complete.
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Drop Off or E-mail us Copies of Your Current
Planning Documents

When getting us your Client Organizer, please also either drop-off copies
or e-mail PDF copies of your:
•
•
•
•
•

Current will;
Trust with any amendments;
Irrevocable trusts;
Federal Gift Tax Returns Form 709, if applicable;
Federal Estate Tax Return Form 706 for your spouse, if applicable

If you don’t have access to all of these documents, please get us what
you can. Please e-mail us a PDF copy that would be preferred. If not, we
will scan in these items and return them to you.
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